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City plans action against Frankie's 
By John Kmltta 
Staff Reporter Debate of license violation prompted by dosure establishment bad not notified the commission of~ for the clo-
sure prior lo Tuesday night's meet· 
ing. The Liquor Control Commission 
decided at a meeting Tuesday night 
that a hearing by the city attorney 
·was necessary to detennine if for-
mal charges should be brought 
against a local estlhlisbment. 
City Clerk Janel Vaught said 
Frankie's Bar and Grill, 204 W. 
College, has been closed for busi-
ness since Ocl. 18 and never gave 
the liquor commission notice or 
wby ii closed. 
Liquor laws mandate thal any 
establishment with a.liquor HCICIIIC 
must notify the commission in 
advance if the eslablishment will be 
closed ror periods exceeding 10 
days, she said. 
Ir lhe eslablishmenl is closed for 
IDDm tbaa (JO days, lhe commission 
am bring formal liquor law viola-
lion charges againsl the owners of 
die mablisbrnrnt 
Vaught said lhc owners or the 
Also during the liquor commis-
sion meeting, member John Mills 
said the commission 
- FRANKIE'S, page 5 
Staff Ph®, by Shirley Gioia 
Elfin magic 
Santa Claus and helper Andrea Bengtson wait for the next visitor by the 
food court In University Mall Monday afternoon. Santa· will be In the 
mall Monday through Saturday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. until Dec. 24._ 
SIU plea for review denied 
A fodcrJI judge ha., denied a motion hy the 
SIU Board orTru,tL'CS ,,hid, ,ou!!ht the rccon• 
,it.lcr.uion of a S93.030 judgmelll he previously 
awarded lo an SIUC civil scr,·ice employl'C a.\ 
a rc,uh of lhe Unh·ersity·s failure to accmnmo-
t.latc the cmployL-c's religious pmcliccs. 
Uniwrsity officials arc considering an 
appeal. . 
U.S. IJ1strict Coun Judge William L. Heally. 
silting in Ea\l St. Louis. isiiued the order Nm. 
25 that refused lo alter the previous order he 
had is.,ued in Scp1cmhcr. That September judg-
ment found the Univcrsityunlawfully terminat-
ed Jeffrey A. Cloud. an SIUC painter, on the 
ha.\is of his religion. 
A Department of Justice press relc:L\C Mates 
see DENIED, page 5 
Opinion 
A55ociale prolenor researches consumer use 
of new food-labels 
-See page4 
Comics 
~page17 
: Claslfled : . . 
-Story on page 3 ,_ -:See page_) 5; 
search fori.contractor 
.halts refuge cleanup 
By AMon Butler 
Staff Reporter 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife service is 
searching for a new contractor for haz-
ardous metal cleanup in Crab Orchard 
National Wildlife Refuge. after the original 
company discontinued its con1rac1 due lo 
lhe discovery of dioxin in the area. 
Cleanup of the Crab Orchard Metals 
Operative Unit Wa'I con1rac1ed to Heritage 
Remediation Industries, Inc. of 
Indianapolis. This summer Heritage built a 
landfill shell on the reruge in which 9,000 
cubic yard" of soil contaminated with 
arsenic, cadmium, cyanide and lead and 
would be buried. 
Mary Monett. spokesperson for Fish and 
Wildlife, said the contractor had been 
unable to continue the job after new test" 
. n:vcaled additional contamination • 
. ,L.::Bcforc excavating the contaminated 
soil, llcritage Industries discovered low 
levels or dioxin in· the area. and terminated 
their contract," she said. "Heritage policy 
prohibit" them from working with any le\·cl 
of dioxin. and as a n:sult, the company wa.\ 
forced to drop the project." 
Construction of the landfill wa" complet-
ed this summer, and grass was planted 
before Heritage left However according 10 
Lee Ann Moore, the project will be delayed 
at lea\t a year as a result of the change. 
"We had planned to complete the project 
this fall," she said. "Now we've had to 
delay completion until next fall. so we've 
lost a year." 
Moore. said dioxin, a carcinogenic sub-
stance. wa.~ found in levels low enough th~ 
no change in cleanup procedure is planned. 
a'lide from notifying prospective contrac-
tors of the additional contamination. 
The new contractor will be rc.'lponsiblc 
for excavating the contaminate soil, mixing 
some of it with a cement-like substance to 
stabilize it . 
The Metals Operable Unit is one of five 
units of contamination designated by the 
... CLEANUP, page 5 
USG plans book swap 
to;.save students cash 
. By Chad Andenon together." 
Staff Reporter Sherman said the entire ex.change will 
cost about S3.500, and hopes stud:nts will 
A textbook exchange organized by the support it enough to tireak e\'en. 
Undergraduate Student Government is "It is definitely important for it lo do 
designed to sa\·c students money on their well," Sherman said. "We need a lot of stu-
1extbooks for the spring semester. dent participation. If the student~ come oul 
The exchange will for it, that's a message to continue the pro-
take place from 0..'C. gram. With the'IO percent commission. wc 
12-16 between 10 ha\·e to trade about S35,000wonh of books 
a.m. and 6 p.m. in the to break even. It sounds like a lot, bul ii 
Student Center's isn't." 
Dec.12-16 
10a.m. 
to 
6p.m. 
Student Center 
J/linois Room 
Illinois Room and its USG president Edwin Sawyer said USG 
hallway. is allocating· funds for the exchange 
Duane Sherman, because of.its importance to the student,. 
USG senator for· the "The reason is because it will save stu-
~------' college of Technical derits money in the long run. If we lose 
Careers and coordinator of the book money, that's_part of the experiment. If 
exchange, said the on_ly. aspect of the see EXCHANGE,'page 5 
exchar.ge that is not finished is some paper- · · 
work lilld the computer program which will Gus :Bod~ 
organize the exchange. · · : . 
"We're about 95 pcn.-cnt of the way done 
on the computer system," he said. ''1llat 
ha.~ really come a long way in a short time." 
The program is planned to be ready in 
time for the exchange, and is currently 
being worked on by four students with the _ 
help of William \Vrighl, an SfUC computer 
science professor.-.,.-·._ . . . . · . 
"I went to him v;,ith an idea of what I . ; _. , f" 'i,f, 
wanted from the program and he wrote it," · 
Sherman:said. "They (the four students) Gu·•·••Y•, Can :1 , • .-.-cuff .. Otes 
are putting _the segm~nts of_t~; PT?S~mi . ~,:ouah. ~ ~:~r\ 
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HOllDAY WATCH SAlE ;s1· on•'= 
1 with coupon 1 
HoliiNru fashion _.. Designer • Any Shipment. Any_ Size. • IWJ \1111 •One coupon per shipment.• Watches for $11 md up :CExri= 1/1/9,. nur volid ..,,h any od,o, otT<t<): 
Nov.30 Dec. l I • I Wednesday: Thursday: : MAILBOIESETC: ; 
10AM-8PM 10AM-7PM • I 
Bes\~~1e 1 M.RW£smim(Pl!ER529-MAIL 1 
"----------------------------~&:-------------~ 
ARNOl,D'S MARKET 
Al 12 pl Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, 7-Up Procb.15 _____ _, 
All 2 iter ~.Dr.Pepper, 7-Up f'rocli,.,rt;...._ ____ __,. 
Beef Stew ______________ _ 
l'rairiefarms~~cr1/2Galon.__ _____ _ 
Prairie Farms Butler 111 Qunn 
It 11/2 Ml1n S..uthof Campuaon._R_l._51-------~ ,_}~ !}}}f1~El~l,~L i . ~~==-DAYS A ~EK,:~• 10 P.M. 
P" YOUl'H LEADER POSfflON AVAILABLE ... 
, Part-time Staff Pos/Uon '11111 
1li! iomiaal Iii girt leaWip lUD llivt}dp!p kf 7m 1iirmp 121h pt~ 
BANNER FINANCE 0 
CARBONDALE 
~eut,I 
We're new in town and we 
make signature loans to all 
qualified with a monthly 
income of $400 or more 
Appl. by phone: 457-7555 
Murdale Shopping Center 
Ouqlffkatlqna: r 1. Deep Faith la Gad w111t •pa--'_,,,,._ to•• Chrlot 
2. F.m~ Maturity 
3. Haltbv mind and body-
4. &patiN In wuddng with temagns 
5.===-•Wul1111-t ............. nt1M1h11d1pitli1111 $ itt .11nt•a} I '6 
C.all Carbondale Brn United Medpljsr Oiurch for •pfDintmcnr ~ ~ g _. · C¥\ ~ 
with Rev. Don Carlton, 457-2416. ~ ... C,\J•-
"",~ $419 See u.s for a{{ your Jio[ulay 
aruf 'E}J..{,'1) of semester sliipping ... 
USA 
* 
POSTAL 
CENTER 
• Compare Our Low Prices 
• Complete Packaging Supplies 
• Discount lnterna,onal Shipping 
• Discount UPS Shipping 
• Mon - Fri 9 A.M. - 6 P.M. 
An __ ,,,,--~--,..._7_1""'1 __ .,._ 
~.r.-:sa'l'narn::udld. 
Art Alley is seeking artis~ for Spring Exhibition r DeadJine Dec. 9 ,, Call SPC for more info 
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New-s\Vrap 
world 
BEIJING MAY RESCIND MCDONALD'S LEASE -
BEIJING-Beijing is having a Big Mac attack, but not the kind lhat leaves 
foreign investors hungering for more. The city government wants to kick 
McDonald's off prime real estate near liananmcn Square, just three years 
into a 20-year lease, to make way for a new high-rise development When 
the city gave McDonald's a long-term lease, most investors were shying 
away from China because of the bloody 1989 crackdown on democracy 
demonstrators. But now the city ha~ promised the propeny 10 Hong Kong 
tycoon Li Ka-shing. who plans to build an office and commercial com-
plex called Oriental Plaza. The McDonald's spat is only one of several high-
profile disputes that many foreign investors say call into que,;tion the willing-
ne.,;.~ of the Chinese government and its state-owned entities to live up to 1he 
terms of contracts ll!ey sign wilh foreign businesses. 
GERMANY CONSIDERS NEW IMMIGRATION LAW -
BERLIN-Germany, ever struggling with quesuons of immigration and nat· 
ional identity, is now wringing its hand~ over whether to write into law the 
COfn111 of se.cond-class citiunship for some foreigners. In what see~ to be 
a case of good inlentions led astray by oorrqxumise, the coalition government 
of Chancellor Hebwt Kohl Im transformed a proposal to liberalire citizen-
ship laws into something resembling an awkward gesture of condescension. 
Under the proposal, Gennan-bom children of foreigners would be offered a 
"trial citi7.enshipff entiding them to a German passport. instead of having to 
wait until age 16 as they do now. But like all other immigrants, they would 
stiU be subject to expulsion along the way. And upon reaching age 18, they 
could lose their chances for fuU citizenship by either ending up on welfare, 
committing a aime or refusing to renounce their original nationality. 
STAGE PRODUCTION: GLOBE THEATER REBUILT --
WNDON-A soft, wet breeze blows in from the Thames River as the mas-
u thalcher lays the Norfolk reed for the first thatched roof built in London in 
three centuries. The roof will be atop a re-creati011 of 17th-centwy London's 
famed Globe lbeater, known around the world as the place where William 
Shak&--peare's "Hamlet." "King Lear," "Othello" and "Macbeth" had their 
first public penonnances. The reconstruction was the dream of the expatriate 
American actor Sam Wanamaker, who died la.~ December as the new Globe 
was taking shape. A brewery had been built or1 the site of Shakespeare·s 
Globe, and the only memorial was a ,mall, sooty madcer. Wanamaker ded· 
ded then and :here the Globe should be rebuilt The new Globe rises about 
100 yards from where Shakespeare's plays were originally performed. 
nation 
THIGH CREAMS FLOOD U.S. COSMETIC MARKET -
WS ANGB..ES-Appearing on national television last win1er, Los Ange-
les physician Bruce M. Frome declared that he had developed an ointment 
that can, as he put it, remove "as much weight as you want from :mywhere 
you want to lose it" Home assured celebrity interviewer Larry King lhat the 
product would hit the market within five years. But why was King discus-
sing flab with a certified pain specialist and anesthesiologist? Because From: 
is the hurricane forre behind thigh cream. an asthma medication-laced oint· 
ment touted as the cellulite cure women have been waiting for. Thigh creams 
didn't exist a year ago -and they still have not been proven to work. The 
federal Food and Drug Administration, concerned that not enough is known 
about the product's effects, is monitoring thigh cream closely. But thanks in 
large part to Frome's energetic leg work, Skinny Dip, Slim-Thigh and doz• 
ens of other brands have taken cosmetic counters by storm. 
RESIDENTS PROTEST NUCLEAR-WASTE DUMP -
AIKEN, S.C.-For more than 30 years, South Carolina has hosted the na-
tion's third-Jagest repository of spent fuel from nuclear reactors. For most of 
that time, the majority of state residents apparendy felt that the jobs and in-
come that flowed into their stale along wilh the radioi:ctive fuel rods made 
the bargain worthwhile. But now Aiken residents are reacting to the waste is• 
sue with skepticism. Since 1963, authorities have stockpiled an estimated 
200 metric tons of high-level radioactive waste - mostly from domestic 
research reactors - at the SRP. 
- from Dally Egyptian wire HrVlces 
Accuracy DPsk 
If readers spot an error in a news article. they can contact the ·Daily 
Egyptian Accuracy Desk at :.i36-33 I I. cxtcn~ion 233 or 228. 
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Staff Photo by Mlc:tiael J. Dalstl 
-~JY9J,~~~~g~~,l,~~~$ •· ;~:~~=~n~~;::~~;~-for 
new nutnt,onal laoels ex~ple, to choose a 1.-C~ that has at lea~, 
• , . .. ;..~; ~ • ,'. . , ; ?'}' : two grams o_ffiber per serving and less than m~v.t!>~ too complex ;!! milligrams of sodium per serving." he 
By l>ianit Dove · · The studies, which will be completed 
Staff Reporter early next year, were repeated to test the 
· impact of the new food labels. 
New food labels may adequately disclose Balasubramanian said. 
nutritional and other product information, "What we are doing is comparing the 
hut an SIUC researcher says they inay be new and old labels in the field study as well 
too complicated for many senior citizens as in the lab study," he said. 
am! others to understand. Bala~ubramanian said the studies are also 
Siva Balasubramanian, a~sociate profes- comparing the consumer choices of subjects 
sor of marketing. is examining consumer age 60-89 with younger adulL~. 
use of nutritional infommtion on food labels "The gerontological and consumer-
in a study which began in the summer of behavior literature suggest that elderly pco-
1993. pie may be processing product information 
While Balasubramanian conducted two differently than young adults do." he said. 
field studies in Carbondale. Catherine Cole. '"The rea~oning is that. as people age. the 
co-investigator and associate professor of ability to process a lot of information dimin-
madeting al the Uniwrsity of Iowa. is con- ishes. We wanted to demonstrate that in the 
ducting laboratory studies. context of something close to reality, so we 
· • · Field studies conducted the past two siml-' • chose to work with breakfast cereals." 
mers placed a research assistant. posing a~ a Results of la~t year's studies suggest that 
store employee taking inventory, in a gro- senior citizens make poorer consumer 
cery store cereal aisle to observe people choices than younger age groups. 
choosing«real. Balasubramanian said. Bala~ubrarnanian said. 
Christina Smoczynski. a graduate student '"The gist of both the studies is that the 
in accounting. served a5 the research a~sis- elderly make significantly more dysfunc-
lant in laM summer·s study. tional choices in the sense that they seem to 
As research assistant. Smoczynski be le.~s efficient than younger adulL~ in pro-
recorded how much time subjects spent cessing information,"' he said. "They fre-
reading the package.~. how many boxes they quently deviate from the decision rule that 
looked at. and how long it took them to was given to them." 
select a product. Once they selected a prod- Bala~ubramanian said the lab study also 
uct. she had them fiU out a surYey reponing featured a similar exercise involving paper 
their familiarity with the product and their and pencil - in addition to the computer -
main reason for choosing it. to see if subjects could perform belier if 
"It was interesting to see how many peo- they had a way to keep track of information. 
pie looked at the label," she said. "I was "The simple paper-and-pencil task did 
Dave Kennedy, a senior In philosophy and J.R. Balley, a junior In mar-
keting, take part in a biology experiment Tuesday aft-,rnoon off cam-
pus. Kennedy and Balley, both from Crystal Lake, keep notes as they 
study how the plant life is affected by Monday night's frost. 
surprised a lot of people didn't know a unit enormously help the elderly people improve 
of fat. a unit of potassium .. :• their decision-making and product-choice 
Balasubramanian said the lab study, efficiency," he said. '"So it seems lo us that 
which was first conducted last year and is maybe public policy ought to pay anention 
being repeated by Cole, involves subjects 
working on a computer to select a cereal see LABELS, page 6 
All that jazz: Campus dan~rs_~9 
continue tradition with fall recital 
· :.Concert Choir to present 
worldwide musical ·journey 
By Kellie Hutles 
Senior Reporter 
While the Christmas season may 
conjure up visions of the Nut-
cracker's sugar plum fairy balleri-
nas. an SIUC group will be per-
forming modem and jazz pieces for 
their fall program. 
Donna Wilson, artistic director of 
the Southern Illinois Repenory 
Dance Theater, said more than 20 
students will perform in the 20th 
annual fall concert, Dance 
Expresso. 
She said the program is a kalei-
doscope of seven modem and jazz 
da.1ce piece.~ complete with sepa-
rate costumes and music for each 
piece. 
Wilson said members have been 
prac•icing for the program smce the 
third week of the fall semester. 
The performances will be on 
Dec. 2nd and 3rd at 8 p.m. in Furr 
Auditorium. in Pulliam Hall Room 
42. 
She said although the program 
competes with Carbondale's Lights 
Fantastic parade. which begins at 
6:30 p.m. Dec. 3, and SIUC's pro-
duction of"A Christmas Carol," at 
8 p.m. Dec. 2nd and 3rd, the com-
pany is confident they will ha,·e a 
"People who come 
once go again and 
again. We get people 
who come year after 
year." 
-Lisa McKinley . 
large audience. 
Last year 360 people auended 
two performances. 
Lisa McKinley, president of the 
company, said members have 
talked about the competition. but 
she thinks they will still attract a 
crowd. 
'"People who come once go again 
and again ... she said. ··we get peo-
ple who come year after year." 
Wilson, who has been director of 
the company since I 986; said the 
company attracts a younger, more 
diverse crowd than Sluyock's fami-
ly-oriented dance productions. 
"Over the years we,have estab-
lished a reputation of quality that 
has had a snowball effect," she 
said 
McKinley. a senior in athletic 
training from Leaf River, has been 
dancing with the SIUC __ company 
for two years, but first begaJ1 danc-
ing when she was~ years _old._·· 
She said the company is like a 
second family who are all close and 
feel strongly aboot dancing. . 
'"The company is an escape for. 
'lie," she said. "It helps me gel 
away from school and stress, 
although it's time consuming, it's 
enjoyable." 
McKinley attended a dance col-
lege in Oklahoma. but decided 
against dancing professionally 
becau.,;e of the stereotypical balleri~ · 
na conceptions. 
see DANCE, page 6 
By Dave Katzman 
Staff Reporter 
The SIUC Concert Choir will 
present a three-tiered perfor-
mance Wednesday in Shryock 
Auditorium, featuring music 
influenced by cultures from all 
over the world. 
Conductor John Mochnick 
has led the 30-member choir, 
formerly known as the 
University Sing~. for 11 years. 
Members are c)Josen through 
audltions at the beginning of the 
year and come from all areas of 
SIUC. 
!'Most are vocal majors, but 
. many are from the general col-
. lege," Mochnick said. 
The choir travels throughout 
Illinois as P.art of an effon to 
increase awareness· of the 'vocal 
programs at•~IUe. 
"Generally; we do in-state 
tours." Mochnick said. 'Most of 
them have been recruitment 
tour.; lo make (high school) SIU-
dents - especially in the north-
ern pan of the state - aware of 
the choral offerings at SIU." 
Mochnick will debut his 
newest piece, "The Silver 
Swan," during Wednesday's 
perfonnance. The piece is based 
on a popular 16th-century 
English madrig3f originally 
written by Orlando Gibbons. 
"I used the words of the origi-
nal madrigal and made my own 
setting." Mochnick said. "The 
music is written to describe the 
text." · 
Mochnick said he has written 
26 works; 16 have been pub-
lished. . 
Wednesday's performance is 
divided into three sections. The 
first. "To Music," features songs 
that pay tribute to Western 
music from the:Renaissance to 
the present. 
The second section. "Bridges 
To Other Cultures," highlights 
see CHOIR, page 6 
A penny saved: Financial pla.nnin.9 enco~~,ged 
By Diane Dove pared lo beginning a savings pro- of Labor to suppon his contim1ing. sttii:k" inarket. B~t':"~\)t of people dips in the s~~~~ market can be 
Staff Reporter gram when you are 20 or 25." study, titled "Pension FllnC,- p,c:rceive the stoclcinad(et as risky." gained bac~-.QV!=l"~time as the mar-
Because of compounded interest. Investment Decisions Given Fi_xe4.::: --~ven with the:stock market ket recover.;2::::. -: 
Two researchers from SIUC's 
finance depanment say their stud-
ies suggest the stock market may 
be the best investment opponunity 
to build a secure retirement - but 
add students who have yet ti' find a 
job should begin saving early and 
often. 
"The average person doesn't 
stan saving until age 40," James 
Musumeci, an assistant professor, 
said. "And you have to save five or 
six times as much per year com-
a 20-year-old saving $2,000 annu- Retirement Dates." . _ crashes of 1929.and,1987, the mar- "My study:shpws that after .a 
ally at an eight-percent interest rate Musumeci, who will analyze .. • ket is no more riskier in the long .. tirne· horizon,:.of seven years or 
would have accumulated approxi- returns on the stock market and · 11lll0 1han bonds/~ bills,and:'):Jonger!it's·actiia!ly;Jesnisky;7 he 
mately the same amount of money treas~ bills from 1926 to the pre:,-.:;_ oi!iei:')iea~s:::iG)nvest~ent, \said(~:rhe,]ongez:;t~~.:P~•~P!i? 
at retirement as a 40-year old sav- sen(, ,said favoring "safer'' invest: · :Musumect said,, · ~,._ · .. ' zon, the· more~heavily. your portfo-
i ng $11,000 a year at the same ments over the stock m~el JJlllY::.:-::::B!!,JUS~ Jiow7ong is the Jong li_o·shciu,ld:be'·weighted towanl 
interest rate, Musumeci said. be a mistake when;pJanning'.{or,:·Jc;_rrn.,:.and ·Jiow-q~ickly people equity." -7~,-::::' · : · · . ·. 
But in addition to saving early, ritireriieriC - · ·· ·- • • ·· 1· ·should transfer:fu~ds from one Szakmaiy reponed ~is ft~ings 
Musumeci said knowing how to · .. 1 want to find a way of docu- market.to another are questions in a still-unpublished,report titl¢d 
invest for retirement is also impor- nienting-that what.many people do ••• Musumeci.:ho~·to·answer with ~•Auto - · .Gorrclation,, .~As~et 
tant. (witli:investiiig) is:-silly,~.,;'he:said~ .. :Jiis~;hesaiiB:.:,;; .. < . -: .,,Allociitioiwind:the 1n·vcstment 
Musumeci recently received 'tYo,J'ic,going IO lic;left widi:il· Jot!?", ::.-:~Assistant'professor ·Andrew· -;Horizori::'Evideri!=c•from,Caplial 
$15.051 from the U.S. Department j'!~~~f-~~J!t~Jtitt~ti~,~~i1~r~~~- ,. r..!~~!~F--,; /"': T '
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Lack of U. N. action 
gives Serbs victory 
WITH OVER 200,000 DEAD OR MISSING IN THE 
last three years of fighting in Bosnia. it is time for the 
United Nations to acknowledge that efforts to make pcJcc 
arc not working. 
ll1e conflict between the Serbians and Muslim Croatians 
has exacted a heavy human and material toll on the region. 
and efforts to negotiate with the Serbs have proven wholly 
unsuccessful. Whether a U.N. presence serves any purpose 
there any longer is the question in need of a prompt answer. 
If. or more likely when. the Serbs take the city of Bihac 
they will have a much greater degree of control over the 
area. Clearly. Serbian troops have established their military 
might and have no intention of backing down. Current U.N. 
negotiators have experienced no success finding a middle 
ground between the Serbs and Croats. with little hope that 
the Serbians will agree to any land concessions. 
THE STALEMATE HAS ALSO PRODUCED A RIFT 
in relations between allies within NATO. Britain and 
France. both of which have committed the troops that make 
up the majority of the 24.000 troops. arc leery of any 
further air strikes by NATO planes. They contend that 
intensified air operations only create a bigger danger to 
existing troops on the ground. Regardless of this fact. 
previous air strikes proved to have a very limited effect on 
Serbian positions. So, with steadily advancing Serbian 
troops and disagreement among the ··peacekeeping·· forces. 
the situation in Bosnia is not improving. 
Meanwhile. the U.S. is being criticized for not playing a 
more active role in Bosnia and committing more forces. In 
the aftermath of Somalia. President Clinton is certainly 
reluctant to further involve U.S. troops. The downside to 
acting in a multinational force is that the criteria for each 
participant arc different, and no decisive action is taken by 
anyone. If the fighting is to be stopped in Bosnia the United 
Nations has to face the fact that to accomplish this. not 
everyone involved is going to be happy. But. if the end 
result is the sparing of lives. a compromise by one or both 
sides seems a small price to pay. 
A lack of action by the U.N. and NATO has allowed the 
pendulum to take a definitive swing in the Serbians· favor. 
Bosnia is now a war-ravaged region where the civilians 
suffer on a daily basis. Supplies arc dwindling while 
hospitals overflow with both civilian and military 
ca~ualties. 
THE IDEA OF HAVING A U.N. PEACEKEEPING 
force to help curb the violence in Bosnia is good in concept, 
hut the results of having one !here arc less lhan satisfactory. 
And. if nothing is being done to help the people of the 
region. why arc U.N. troops· lives being placed in danger to 
~crn: no end'? If U.N. troops and NATO forces are unable 
tor not being allowed) to make a difference in Bosnia, they 
don"t need to he there. 
Editorial Policies 
Signed articles, lncludlng lellerS, viewpoints and oChw COIIII& Ila lbs, ,eflect the 
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Letters to the Editor 
Teaching history: We are Americans first 
I lake c,ceplion to the views 
c,pn:~..._-J hy pmfcssor James ,\llen 
(Teaching History: New Balancing 
Acl) in the November 17 issue of 
the Daily Egyp1ian. While some of 
1hc guidelines in "Goals 2()()0'" arc 
undcNandahle. I slmngly disagree 
with the liheral philosophy of 
,uhvening western cuhun:. 
What multicuhural proponents 
like Allen really want 10 do is to 
hrainwash young students with a 
hunch of feel good. emotionally 
sensitive junk which docs not tell 
the truth ahout our nation\ p,L,t. It\ 
amazing that he actually favors 
,peiiifing less time on American 
history for a so called "wordly .. 
education. yet he can't understand 
why conservatives ware critical of 
this way of teaching! By distoning 
or eliminating essential facts, our 
students will be shonchangcd. We 
learn from history two essential 
fact,: I ) what made our nation what 
it is today and 2) what mistakes 
wen: made !,ll they arc not repeated. 
America is one distinc1 culture. 
Rcgardlc.'i.~ of ethnic backgmund or 
country of origin. American citizens 
are first and foremost Amcrcians. 
We can ·1 go hack and correct pa.,1 
injustices. since no time machine 
c,isls. It's future that matters most 
now. not the pa.,t. After all. what arc 
we ,tudcnt, doing hen: at SIUC'! I 
have no pmblem with ethnic grouP' 
learning about their heritage. When: 
I dmw the line is when it come.s at 
the expense of others who arc only 
trying to multiculturalism will only 
make matters worse. nol better. 
I've had enough of p,:ople who 
an: trying to diston or destroy the 
things that made this country great 
You don"t need_ to destroy our 
country in onlcr to save it. What we 
need most in America today are 
n:.,1xmsiblc citi1.ens who respect the 
freedoms and choices of others. 
Otherwise. the g1xld of our nation 
will not survive. 
-Mark Quesenberry, graduate. 
manufacturing system~ 
Veterans supported, military criticized 
The report of the ROTC 
Veteran's Day ceremony in the 
November 14. 1994 DE amused a 
lot of emotion in me. When an 
SIUC professor says that the 
military demands qualities that 
only youth. such as myself. have. 
and lhal "our young people an: our 
first and most precious 
possession.'" ii scares me. Is my 
life so precious that I should.d lose 
ii in some hellish war that our 
nation fights? One sp,:aker at the 
ROTC ceremony said that the 
mililar)' is needed "10 secure the 
idea.~ of democracy.'" 
When I look at the U.S. military 
involvements over the past 30 
vcars. it seems to me that rhe idea.~ 
;lf democracy arc primarily 
concerned with protecting the 
interests of large U.S. corporalions 
ahroad. There is little concern for 
human beings. unless thcy"rc rich 
and white. How did the actions of 
the U.S. military benefit human 
being., in Vietnam? In Cambodia? 
Lehanon'! Panama'! The Persian 
Gulf! Time after time, the U.S. 
military kills more people than it 
benefits. And still our government 
constantly propagandizes us how 
fulfilling and vinuous the militar1 
is. "'Be All You Can Be.'" we arc 
told. 
That sounds nice, but how about 
lening an Iraqi be all she or he can 
be? To "'be all you can be." to my 
way of thinking, doesn't involve 
cutting off the lives of other 
people. Admiuedly, the U.S. 
military has ""humanitarian"' 
operations as well. such as the 
current operations in Haiti. 
While it is possible that a 
"humanitarian" mission might 
have some beneficial effects, the 
great majt•rity of the military 
missions arc destructive. As a 
participant in the Ve1tran·s Day 
ceremony said. the sacrifices of 
,·etcmns an: "so we can enjoy the 
life we lead today.'' Their 
sacrifices arcn·t to let people in 
other countries live bencr li\'cs. but 
to enable American to maintain 
our standard of living- cheap oil. 
cheap clothes made with slave 
labor. cheap and plentiful food. etc. 
Yes. ii is true that veterans have 
made tremendous sacrifices. Many 
soldiers have given pan or all of 
How to submit a 
letter to the editor: 
------==---...... --,., 
their lives. 
But for what'' What have these 
sacrifices accomplished'? There is a 
fear in our country that without a 
strong military. "c Americans 
wouldn't have the freedoms we 
have today. We must be able to 
defend ourselves. But when was 
the la.~t time the U.S. engaged in a 
war our of self-defense'! 
Nevertheless. we continue to lei 
our government spend over half of 
the federal budget on military-
related expenditures. and most of 
the us don·, even complain. We 
should be outraged! But there arc 
very few people that protest. Why? 
Because the government runs a 
very effective media campaign that 
makes us think militarism is 
honorable. Articles such as the 
DE report arc part of the media 
pmmotion. 
Undoubtedly. we should support 
veterans. However, we should not 
encourage more people to join an 
organization whose primary 
purpose is to fight. 
-Ruth Woodring,junior, plant 
and soil science 
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FRANKIE'S, from·:pag~ :1-.: .. 
should take a look at how it awards city employees. increase in fees at Oakland 
liquor licenses. Sharon Hammer, city altomey, • . Cemetery and an extra fee for 
Mills said there may be too many said :hose tested would be city · funerals scheduled late in the day. _ 
bars on South Illinois Avenue, workers, specifically drivers, who City Manager Jeff Doheny said 
commonly referred to as the Strip, are required to have a commercial the increases are intended to dis-
and the commission should attempt driver's license. courage weekend and hoiiday 
to disperse the bars over a larger The mandate states that funerals be~ause of the overtime 
area are than just focusing on that employers with 50 or more fees for cemetery workers. 
area in the future. drivers must have the drug test- The council also reviewed 
His recommendation was sup- ing. plans for the proposed City 
ported by the other commission Currently, the city has more Halt/Civic .Center and were 
members pre..~ent than 50 drivers with commercial updated by Gail White, project 
Following the liquor control driver's licenses, she said. architect, on the changes made in 
commission meeting the Those employees work in water plans since the last review. 
Carbondale City Council met and and sewer, street maintenance, The council gave Doherty its 
approved a federally mandated solid waste, and the cemetery. approval to continue with the pro-
drug testing program for certain The council also approved the jcct. 
CLEANUP, from page 1 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
which maintains the Refuge. 
Other units on the refuge involve 
the cleanup of PCB's, munitions, 
lead-based paints, and areas of 
miscellaneous contamination. 
These five unit~ are on the super-
fund national priorities list. the com-
mon name for projects falling under 
the Comprehensive Environ-mental 
Response, Compensation and 
Liability act of 1980, which is the 
EPA's primary waste cleanup legis-
lation. Moore said three areas in the 
refuge are being excavated, and the 
source of the metals contamination 
is unknown in all or them, although 
it wa.~ probably a result or industrial 
procedure on the refuge before the 
full ramifications or dumping haz-
anloos waste were known. 
EXCHANGE, from page 1 
you're willing to take a risk, there 
is a chance for failure," he said. 
"It's an out~tanding idea that just 
stopped, and we want to bring it 
back." 
Sh.:rman said the value of text-
books will be determined in the 
same method as the University 
Bookstore. 
He also said Jim Skiersch, direc-
tor of University Bookstore, has 
been helpful and cooperative. 
"We're using the same system as 
the bookstores," Sherman said. 
"I've been working with Jim 
Skiersch, and he's been actually 
pretty helpful about everything." 
Sherman also said John Corker, 
director of the Student Center. has 
helped organize space for the 
exchange. 
"He's been really cooperative. I 
couldn't believe it," Sherman said. 
"When I de.~bcd the computer 
program to him, he changed his 
staw~ 180 degrees and said to get 
started." 
Sherman said students will be 
able to exchange books by going to 
the exchange and filling out the 
necclsary paperwork about classes 
and books and leaving their books 
overnight 
"The books will be processed 
overnight, and the student can 
come the next day with their 
voucher to collect their new books 
and any money we owe them," he 
said. 
"Where they actually save is the 
books they get from us." 
St. Louis University is currently 
designing an exchange program 
and has expressed interest in the 
computer program at SIUC. 
"St. Louis is developing a pro-
gram to trade books," Sherman 
said. 
"They're not coming this 
semester, but next semester." 
Papa John's and Pepsi are spon-
soring the book exchange, and 
Sherman said he hopes to have 
piua and Pepsi at the exchange for 
students. 
A raffle will also be held for a 
free semester's worth orbooks. 
_DENIED, from page 1 
that failure to accommodate 
Ooud's religious practices i~ a vio-
lation of Title VII or the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964. . 
Cloud, a member of the 
Worldwide Church of God, 
requested leave without pay from 
his campus job in Cx.1ober or 1990 
to attend the Feast or Tabernacles. 
The University denied his 
request, but Cloud attended the 
observance. 
Cloud said he was gone for 
seven days. He was fired by the 
. Calendar 
" '- .. ;,. 
TODAY 
BALLROOM DANCE CLUB 
will meet from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in 
Davies Gym For details call Daniel 
at 529-0219. 
BLACKS INTERESTED IN 
Business will meet at 6 p.m. in 
Activity Room C&D of the Student 
Center for details call Mike at 453-
3328. 
EGYPTIAN DIVE CLUB will 
mcc:t at 7 p.m. in Pulliam #021. For 
details call Amy at 529-2840. 
NAACP-SJUC will meet at 7 p.m. 
in the Thebes Room of the Student 
Center. For details call Dam at 549-
1679. 
WIDB will hold a Pro1110lions/ 
Public Relatioos meeting. For details 
call Vanessa at 536-2361. 
MIDDLE EASTERN DANCE 
F.nthusiasts will meet at 12 noon in 
Faner 3531. Brown Bags an: OK. 
For details c:alJ Tedi at 453-5012. 
University upon his return, and 
Judge Beatty said since Cloud's 
absence caused the University no 
"undue hardship" it should have 
accommodated his religious 
beliefs, as required by civil rights 
law. 
Sue Davis, director of University 
News Service, said ·the case may 
not be over, adding SJUC attorneys 
received a copy of the federal court 
order yesterday (Mond.~y) and are 
reviewing it. She said the 
University has 60 days within 
which 10 file an appeal of Beatty's 
decisioJL _ 
Shari Rhode, chief trial counsel 
for SIUC, said she cannot comment 
on the ca.,;e, but conlinned SJUC is 
considering an appeal. 
The district court order requires 
the University to rehire Cloud, 
offer him retroactive pension be{IC-
lits, provide $90,030 in back pay 
and pay court costs. 
Ooud said the University rehired 
him July 25 before the first ruling 
wa.~ handed down. 
Wb H fi 16 
TOMORROW 
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN 
Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m in the 
Video Lounge of the Student Center. 
For details call Garrell at 549-6988. 
BLACK GRADUATE Student 
Assn. will meet at 7p.m. in ihe 
Mississippi Room of the Student 
Center. For details call Leslie at 457-
79!0. 
INTERNATIONAL Programs :ind 
Services will meet from 4 to S p.m. 
in Activity Room C&D of the 
Student Center. For details call Mika 
at453-5774. 
PANHELLENIC will meet at 7 
p.m. in Lawson 161 for a!i girls 
interested. 
AMERICAN ADVERTISING 
Federation will meet at 7 p.m. in 
p.m. at the Interfaith Center. For 
details call Rick at 529-5824. 
. SPC FINE ARTS will hold a 
Coffee House from 8 to I0:30 p.m. 
in the Big Muddy Room of the 
Student Center. For dcta:1s call SPC 
at 536-3393. 
WIDB news staff will meet at 5 p.m. 
in the WIDB conference Room. For 
details call Phil. 
TOPS will mee! at 6:30 p.m. at the 
Fust Baptist Church, 302 W. Main. 
For details call Michelle at 457-
4428. 
HOLIDAY CRAFT SALE will be 
held from to a.m. to 6 p.m. in the 
Student Center. 
SIUC WIND ENSEMBLE will be . 
at 8 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium. 
Tickets are S3 general public, $2 stu-
dents. 
VELOCITY GIRL will perfoon at 
8 p.m. in the Student Center 
Ballrooms. Tickets are $8. 
Comm. 1214. For details call Kim at CALENDAR POLICY - n, draclUN rar 
457-2464. c-..i.- 111t-.1wo~day, 
GAMMA BETA PHI will meet at ...,_ ..,. ....... n. 11rm ._. "'· 1J11t-wri', 
7 p.m. in the Student Center =.:::.=::;!:i~"'::. 
Auditorium. Remember to bring t:.i:.i.r.:-..=c==:::~!'; 
toys for lots. For details call Devon Dolly EaJpU.a .......,.,. 11,- ,1,aald " 
al 687-3280. . dcllHnd or .. urd lo I .. Dally E17plloa 
BOSNIA COALITION of ~~~'t=· 
~'!~.Dlinoiswill_mcetat.7:30, ,_.._..,._,,"\.c,f·,:c .•d :,,., 
· 111undatSatur~ay, DeCfflinl1CJll4 -
. 10aa-6pll (Tllun. UrL), 9•·6pm (Sat.) 
Student CHI• Hal of F•• & lnt~atlonal lounge 
-
(f) 
e o 
. ~< 
6j ~N 
• 0~ 
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Our annual Holiday Croft Sale has 
· become a major campus event. Over 
75 artists and craftspeople, holiday 
decoration!, and area musical groups 
all add up to three days of Holiday 
Cheer at the SIUC Student Center. 
Call 453-3636 for more information. 
CALLUS: 
549-3030 
Carbondale, IL 
l-8DD371-534D 
® (Cormllr$.0Joob'B,aQnurs) 
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• l;§AWlBOIIS I SHIPPING Cllll'II: 
: 103 W. Walnut, Carbondale • 
• - (Comer of Walnut & Illinois Ave.) • 
• 457-6371 • 
• We Pack & Ship your gifts the most• 
:. economical & quickest way. . . : 
• Extend~d Mon.-Fri. 8:30a.m. • 7:30p.m. • 
• Holiday Hours: Sat. 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m. • 
: • Daily UPS & FED EX Pickup • Free Parking : 
• •Convenient Location •U.S. Mail .._ 
• • Overnight Delivery • 
• *$1.00 off UPS or FEDEX* • 
• (WITH THIS AD • LIMIT 1 PER SHIPMENT) • 
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, LAl,:lECS, from page 3 Feds.•redocing . 
_big backlog in 
new drug tests 
·Carbondale Police· 
• James A. Moyers, 43, of 
Carbondale, reported his front 
license plate was stolen between 4 
p.m. on Nov. Zl and 5 p.m. on Nov. 
28 while his vehicle was parked in 
SIUC vehicle lot 26. 
• Jayne A. Tristan, 42, of 
Carbondale, reported her back 
license plate was stolen between 5 
p.m.. on Nov. 27 and 9:13 p.m. on 
Nov. 28 while her vehicle was 
parked at Evergreen Terrace. 
• Alfred L. Jackson, 39, of 
Carbondale, reported one license 
plate was stolen between 2 p.m. on 
Nov. 27 and 8:05 am. on Nov. 28 
while his vehicle was parked at 
Eveign:en Tenace. 
• William Kang, 39, of 
Carbondale, reported both license 
plates were stolen from his vehicle 
; between 3 p.m. on Nov. 27 and 
8:55 am. on Nov. 28 while it was 
. parked at Evergreen Terrace. 
• Linda Smith, 36, of Carbondale, 
reported a license plate was stolen 
between 3 p.m. on Nov. 27 and 
8:55 am. on Nov. 28. 
• Chad E. Shull, 21, of 
CaJbondale, reported a license plate 
was stolen between 11 a.m. on 
Nov. 27 and I p.m. on Nov. 28 
while his vehicle was parked in 
SIUCLot90. 
• Jason Bolden, 19, of Carbondale, 
reported a license plate wa~ stolen 
between 3 am. on Nov. 27 and 10 
a.m. on Nov. 28 while his vehicle 
w.L~ parked in SIUC lot 59. 
11 Michelle M. Dornisch, 26, of 
Carbondale, reported a license plate 
wa., stolen between 4 p.m on Nov. 
27 and 7:15 a.m. on Nov. 28 while 
her vehicle wa., parked in SIUC lot 
62. 
• Megan C. Beller, 19, of 
Carbondale, reported that paint on 
her vehicle was scmtched by sharp 
object between 5 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
on Nov. 17 while her vehicle was 
parked in SIUC lot 69. Damage 
wa~ estimated at S 1,000. 
public ;:,olicy ought to pay aitention "M~ybe instead of providing all 
to the elderly people, recognize that the information in a verbal text, the 
their inf~tioo processing abilities Congress or FDA should look at 
are somewhat diminished because ways in which the infomiation can 
or age, and to do everything that. is be displayed using symbols of some 
possible.to help them out Many or· son," be said. "A lot of elderly 
them are being counseled by people.have difficulty reading and 
nutritionists and we do not know remembering what they read. lt 
whether theS, always remember to would be easier to process if ali of 
choose foods that conform to their this information was somehow 
nutritional guidelines." , visually encapsulated in symbols for 
Balasubramanian said a system of them." 
symbols on product labels may help Symbols using colors and shapes 
senior citirens, diabetics and people to indicate things such as number of 
with hypertension or other kinds of calories and sugar, fat and sodium 
diseases that may require strict diet levels, could instantly tell people 
plans. with specific dietary needs whether 
they should buy the product; 
Balasubramanian said. 
"What we might say is 'Here is a 
product that is low in sugar but not 
necessarily low in calories, and is 
high in dietary fiber,'" he said. "The 
assumption seems to be that the 
manufacturers ought to be forced to • 
provide this information to 
consumers so consumers have a 
chance lo look at it and act 
intelligently. Our research says you 
should . not only provide the 
information, but you should also 
make it easier for the people to 
observe that information." 
WASHINGTON.:_For 
years, the Food and Drug 
Administration has been 
denounced as a bloated 
CHOIR, from page 3,----
· bureaucracy that suppresses 
innovation through over-
regulation. The agency, which 
oversees products that take up 
about a quarter's worth of 
every consumer dollar spent, 
also has been lambasted for 
delays in processing 
applications for new drugs and 
devices that further. harm 
competitiveness. 
But in the last year, by 
streamlining the process and 
deputizing reviewers from the 
ranks of FDA bench scientists 
until new reviewers could be 
hired and trained, the center 
bas made impressive progress 
in chipping away at its 
backlog. 
songs from various cultures and 
languages. Songs will be perf~ 
in Hebrew and Chinese, and pieces 
from Jamaica and Canada will also 
be included. 
"Contemporary Part Songs and 
Madrigals," the last section, 
includes "The Silver Swan" and 
other selections by American 
composers, including "Auction 
Cries," by John Biggs. 
"Auction Cries" is based on a 
l 950s newspaper advertisement, 
Mochnick said 
"The text was taken from an 
actual auction ad in the Emporia 
(Kan.) Gautte," he sai 
"It tells you how to get to the 
place and lists farm implements 
offered for sale. He (Biggs) took the 
text of !he ad and set it to music." 
In addition to vocals, student 
soloists also will be featured. 
Anita Hutton, an SJUC alumna 
and advisor in the education 
department, will accompany the 
choir ori piano for some of the 
selections. 
DANCE, from page-3 
Ann Lutrey, a junior in visual "Modem dance is never anything 
communications from Hinsdale, has too crazy," she said. "Some dances 
beeu dancing with the company for get way out there, but it's a lot or 
three semesters and is a little fun to experiment." 
nervous about dancing this Tickets for the show ari: $3 for 
weekend. adults and $1.50. for children 12 and 
"Although I've been dancing under:and are available at the 
since I was three. I get a little ;,Student Ceiiterlicket Office. 
nervous before each performance," 
she said. 
Lutrey said she enjoys being 
involved with the group because she 
has taken ballet, tap and jazz 
lessons, but in this group she can 
experiment with and choreograph 
modem ~cc pieces. 
"With these three sections, we 
cover quite a large span," Mochnick 
said. "The variety should be 
interesting to the gelJCr!!I public." 
The SIUC Concert Choir 
pe,forms Wednesday·night al 8:00 
in Shryock Auditorium. Tickets are 
$3 for the general public and $2 for 
students, children and senior 
citizens and are available at the 
Student Center Central Ticket 
Office and az the door. 
"The world looks good 
again," said CDRH bead Bruce 
Burlington, who explained that 
the average processing time for 
some paperwork has been 
slashed. 
Saturday • December 3 
8pm 
tickets: : •, ,. •• .. 
(6 l 8)453· ARTS(2787) 
Box Office Hrs 
• Ramon L. Moss, 21, of· 
Carbondale, was cited at 1:01 am. ;ffil~~~,--::;:;:jg!f'r· 
on Nov. 28 for speeding and was ; lr~~-=~~....:;;.=--""'=rl 
released on a personal , E~~=~.....;;...::=,....;..~:'-1! 
recognizance bond. 
• Kyle M. Crossman, 22, was cited 
. at I :47 p.m. on Nov. 28 for 
speeding and was released after 
· pc,sting his driver's license. 
• Roger Lurotic, 22, of 
. CaJbondale, reported that offensive ll!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~;;;;;;~!!!!!!~:!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~!!i!!!!~~-~~,I 
:1e:1~~~S!~ci:e:. sf~l'b~~~ Ligllts Fantastic® .1994 Window·-oe~oratbiifCojtest 
Housing between 6 a.m. and 12 : . . . , Nov· ember· 28 - ~ecembe~---· '2,. . p.m. 011 Nov. 26. Damage is ~ _., .:, 
estimatedatoverSJOO. Murdale Shopping Center ' .. . ··-•· . .. . WcstTowneCenter 
• Douglas A. Pfundstein, 18,. of Mail Boxes Etc. Carbondale Hearing Center Ch~'6jf\t)!~\ii'ninc. 
Carbondale, reported the theft of. a Murdale Just Ask Rental Sheri-Dan Hallmark 
computer, three games and 30 Will & Vic's Fish Net Fletcher's Barber Shop Downtown 
compact discs between 2 p.m. on Care Medical Supplies Murdale Shoe & Leather lliis & That Shoppe· Ruthie's :~:!::~ ts~: 27. The loss is ::~~kc~~;;!~~- ~;i:f ;:;kBox 816 East Main 608 S. lllinois 
Bantcrra Bank Crisrnudo's f off. J!;t~1~tcc i8{~~\~as~=~r 
• Felicia Dunbar, 20, of. 
Carbondale, reported $200 stolen 
between 2:50 p.m. on Nov. 18 and 
3:50 p.m.. on Nov. 28. · 
• Steven A. Grujich, 20, of 415 W. 
Morris, Carbondale, reponed a 
Panasonic video recorder was 
stolen from his resideoce between 5 
· p.m. on Nov.· 18 and 12:lCJ p.m;on 
Nov. 28. The loss is estimated at 
$550. 
Driver's Uccn..<c Facility On-A-Roll Restaurant 
Murdale True Value Rt:alty Central fJ~l{t~~~ton ~ft~t~fr!'sc 
Baskin-Robbins . Oriental Foods 
Westroads Custom Cleaners ~&I\W.J~c~~quarters r&'tS1~~ Square 
Murdale Hair.Fashions Mississippi Flyway 
Oldenhage-Hughcs Medical 
Building · 
207 w. Jackson 
Display by Hundley HOU5e 
Borgsmillcr Travels 
702 S. lllinois 
Display liy Girl Scout 
Troop 235 &. Carbondale 
Girl Scout Service Unit 
Downtown 
B &. A Tm'Cl Service 
. 701 S. University 
McNeill Jewelry 'i2'00est~_._·caMr0Ti_no_r:cco_ nistS . 126 S. Hrinoi~ . , W. 
Varsity South Hair Styling 
704 S. Illinois • . 
Display by The Sting Soccer Club Display By Jodr Dirks; Ji!SOR G}'llre, . • 
Peter Dirk; and'Anne Nickel 
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Tenderlean fies 
in cry o vac 
whole boneless 
center cut 
pork loin lb. --.,.• 
Limit one with additional $10.00 purchase. 
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Tend
1
erlean"'ttesh 
3 1/2 lb. & down 
meaty 
spareribs lb. 
Limit three with additional 510,00 purchase. 
Tenderlean fresh 
pork butts cut 
into 
pork steaks 1b. 
Limit three with additiona 
Over 7 0 Bu One Gcl One Free Deals! 
buy one 
1 lb. pkg. 
Hunter 
Jumbo 
hot dogs 
al 1.69 
get one 
buy one 
20 oz . 
. I_<ellogg 
ra1s1n bran 
at 4.35 
get one 
buy one 
32 oz. 
national 
vegetable 
off at 1.75 
free 
ret:;~~~ 
64 oz. 
Musselmann 
apple 
JUICe 
at 2.39 
get one 
reg. or spiral 
buy one 
6-7.2 oz. 
national 
c & cheese 
at .49 
get one 
Pepsi 
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By Paul Elaenberg 
Entertainment Editor 
'Two of the biggest rock 'n' roll 
draws ever to take the stage 
. recently reunited before an 
audience of millions. The Eagles 
and Led Zeppelin (Roben Plant 
and Jimmy Page) jump-started 
comebacks with the help of M1V"s 
popular "Unplugged'" series. Now 
both bands are capitalizing on their 
successful re-debuts with recently 
released recordings "Hell Freezes 
O\'er" and "No Quarter." 
While neither band has 
contributed anything new to the 
music scene in more than 10 years. 
and both groups reunited under 
similar circumstances, the two new 
recordings arc in no way similar. 
Eagles members Glenn Frey. 
Don Henley and Joe Walsh had 
successful solo careers before 
returning to the protective umbrella 
of the Eagles. The question is why 
did they return. 
On "Hell Freezes Over."' the 
Eagles cover some of their greatest 
hits. and do so with great accuracy. 
The problem is that songs like 
"Hotel California" and 
"Desperado" have been drastically 
overplayed on the radio since they 
were relea~ed in the 1970s. When 
these songs appear on the album, 
nothing new is offererl. Fans might 
as well just break out their 1976 
copy of the album "Hotel 
California... While Henley 
and company admirably reproduce 
the sound the band had 20 years 
ago. that is no reason to buy this 
new version. Other tirerl old songs 
redone on this album include 
"Tequila Sunrise." "Take It Easy" 
and "Wasted Time," 
The album contains four new 
studio recordings. but the only one 
which is a collaborative effon is 
•he first trnck. "'Get Over IL" Like 
many Eagles cla~sics the song wa~ 
wriuen by Henley and Frey. but it 
sounds too much like Frey's 1980s 
music and not enough like the 
Eagles. "The Girl From 
Yesterday:· also written by Frey. 
falls in that same genre - he 
might as well have laid down the 
track on his solo album. The best 
of the new tmcks. ··Lo\'e Will Keep 
u~ Ali,·e," wa~ written by Pete 
Vale. Tmffic mainstay Jim Capaldi 
and fonner Squeeze vocalist Paul 
Carrack. 
Strangclv left backsta!!c is Joe 
Walsh. perhaps the most creative 
member of the group. While he is 
most noticeable on his classics lil,-e 
"In the Citv·· and "Life in the Fa,1 
Lane." he· mav as well not have 
been preseo"t for the new 
recordings. Perhap~ Walsh should 
have remained in Ringo Starr's All 
Star Band where he shared more of 
the limelight. 
WASHINGTON-Santa Fe 
Pacific Corp. Tuesday opened its 
door slightly to a possible 
acquisition by U~on Pacific Corp., 
but also adopted a policy 
apparently intended to slam the 
door shut if the Santa Fe board 
doesn't like what it sees. 
Santa Fe already has a merger 
agreement with Burlington 
Northern Corp. to forJ?. a giant 
system to com·pete with Union 
Pacific and has bt:eit fending off 
Union Pacific's counteroffers. But 
Tuesday, Santa Fe announced it 
would meet with Union Pacific "in 
an effort to clarify and improve 
Union Pacific's offer." 
A Santa Fe shareholder -meeting 
Daily Egjpdan 
Eagles 
At the start of the live material 
Frey announces to the crowd, "For 
the record, we never broke up, we 
just took a 14-year vacation," and 
for Eagles fanatics "Hell Freezes 
Over" may be a good pickup. 
Others may be disappointed with 
the lack of originality in this new 
release. 
On the flip side of the coin "No 
Quarter," the new rele;,.se from 
Robert Plant and Jimmy Page, 
opens up a new page in the book of 
Led Zeppelin. Page and Plant do 
not need to ride on their own 
coattails to produce a successful 
recording. 
Led Zeppelin was actually the 
first band to present an 
"Unplugged"-type recording with 
the release of "Led 2.eppelin lll" in 
1970. nearly 20 years before 
MTV's first broadca\t of that type. 
"Led Zeppelin Ill" offered many 
acoustic songs - a new direction 
for a hand which had been 
producing hard-rocking blues up 
until then. 
Photo Courtesy of artist 
Plant and Page 
Page and Plan, perform several 
,ong, from that album on the new 
cff;n. including "Friends:· "Since 
I've Been Loving You." "That's 
TI1c Wav" and "Gallows Pole:· 
What make~ these songs more 
than just a reha.,h - a, is the c.bc 
with the Eaeles -- is the adtlition 
of the L;ndon Metropolitan 
Orche.,tra, the Egyptian Ensemble 
and the Musicians In Marrakech. 
Also augmenting Led Zeppelin's 
sound are banjG and mandolin 
players, as well as female vocalist 
Najma Akhtar. 
The players from the Middle 
East create an almost spiritual 
atmosphere and a sound 
complelely different than the old 
Led Zeppelin ever had, with the 
possible exception of the song 
"Kashmir." That song wraps up the 
disc, and sounds better than ever. 
Akhtar really shines on "Battle 
of Evermore," during which she 
takes over the high parts where 
time has compromised Plant •s 
vocal range. But don't fool 
yourself, Plant is no washout; he 
displays a far wider range on "No 
Quarter" than he has in some of his 
more-recent solo efforts. 
While Page does not display the 
powerhouse guitar work he once 
did back when John Bonham 
pummeled the drums. a new 
understated style suits him well: 
Page does not need to prove that he 
is a guitar hero anymore. 
While Bonham is missed, 
drummer Michael Lee - with 
help from numerous multi-national 
percussionists - fills in admirably. 
It's a shame. however. that John- , 
Paul Jones was not involved. His/ 
string arrangements played a big. 
pan in Led 2.eppelin's success, and'. 
it would have been nice to sec him 
work with this giant ensemble. 
The th1cc new songs. "Yallah," 
"Cit,• Don't Crv" and "Wonderful 
One·:· are good songs, but they 
don't reach the power level of old 
Led Zeppelin standards. Perhaps 
they shouldn't, for this is not Led 
Zeppelin. nor is it fake Led 
Zeppelin featuring David 
Coverdale. a group which was 
mercifully shon-lived. 
This is "No Quarter." a new 
chapter in the careers of these 
musicians. 
But the best thing about the 
album was that "Stairway To 
Heaven" was not included. Perhaps 
the Eagles will cover it on their 
next release. 
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Plan trips to exciting, faraway places 
or_ right here in your own backyard! 
-Gain valuable experience. 
-Oet loads of resume material. 
-Make new friends. 
De• clllile to • pply1 Dec 9-
s1op by the SPC office, 3rd Roor Student Center, 
or call 536-3393 for more info. 
~ 
_Bar·& JliUi'a-rds. 
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Slaff Photo by Michael J. Deallltl 
Lite Brite 
Alpha Gamma Fiow fraternity members Chris Clemmons, a freshman In agricultural 
information from Ashland, Tadgh bavis, a freshman in agricultural business 
economics from Tallula, Marc Haworth, a senior pre-med student from Casey, and Kurt 
Squires, a junior in agricultural business also from Casey participate in the 
construction cf a light display for the holidays. The lights will be visible as the sun 
goes down, in decorating their house along with other houses on Greek Row. 
Jazz to raise money for AIDS 
Local musicians 
unite: Cold Fusion 
plays for research 
By Paul Eisenberg 
Entertainment Editor 
During the 1970s. jazz fusion 
was a popular genre. promoted by 
legendary musicians such as Miles 
Davis. Sonny Rollins and Al 
DiMeola. In Carbondale. several 
clubs featured fusion regularly. · 
All but killed by the resurgence 
of pop music in the 1980s. fusion 
bands were difficult to spot. but 
tonight musicians from two 
Southern lllinois jazz bands will 
unite to play fusion at Cousins, 201 
N. Wa~hington, to raise money for 
AIDS research. 
Cold Fusion is a band made up 
of Srnthem Illinois stalwarts from 
sevf.ral bands. 
Keyboardist Joe Liberto and 
bassist Jim Wall hail from the band 
Mercy. Wall and percussionist Jack 
O"Nieva play in Saint Stephen's 
Blues. and drummer Tom Hensold. 
performs in the New Arts Jazz 
Quartet. Guitarist Rick Bowlby 
earned a music degree from 
Berke!ey before returning to the 
area. 
The band will perform rock. jazz 
and Latin music. covering the 
music of Pat Metheny. Chick 
Corea, Herbie Hancock and the 
Yellowjackets, among others. 
Hensold said this b:md has been 
in the work.~ for a year. but because 
of other commitments. the band 
has only performed once. That was 
last April. under the name Full 
Circle. 
Full Circle, according to 
O'Nieva. has been used by several 
other bands, so he decided to 
change the name. 
··1t reflects our music. and it is 
easy 10 remember," he said. 
O'Nieva said he enjoys working 
with this band. 
""They're excellent musicians. 
they can do anything on demand. 
We plan on making•ir an ongoing 
thing."" he said. 
Wall. who also perfo~ms with 
Four on the Floor. premiered in a 
fusion band in Carbondale during 
the late 1970s. 
"While I have an interest in all 
types of music. jazz is right up on 
the list," he said. "We have to read 
the music. It's very complex. not 
something you can pick up off a 
record and play right away. 
·•1t takes an intense amount of 
rehearsal. It"s intricate stuff. but 
not really heavy outside stuff, real 
listenable. It's not Muzak jazz 
either:· 
The catalyst for tor.ight's 
performance is a benefit in honor 
of Barry Stewart. an assistant 
treattnent coordinator at· the Center 
for Coinprehensfve Skills, who had 
AIDS. Stewart died while plans for 
the benefit were being made. 
The proceeds will go lo 
Southern Illinois Regional Efforts 
for AIDS at the request of -
Stewart·s family. 
Hensold. also an employee at the 
Center for Comprehensive Skills, 
said he knew Stewart for more 
than six years. 
'Tm going to miss him." he 
said. 
Cold Fusion will perform tonight 
at Cousins bar. 
The music begins at 9 p.m., and 
there is a requested donation of at 
least SI. 
Child pornography law unclear 
Newsday a distributor knew that an actor in or should have been aware of an 
a film was underage will make ai:tor's age. he said. 
WAS H ING TON --The convictions much more difficult The case involved a Los 
Supreme Court reinstated a key in the future. Angeles pornography distributor, 
child pornography conviction ·11te coun: !oday saves a single Rubin Gottesman, who sold an 
Tuesday. but in doing so left some conviction by putting in place a undercover policeman 49 
conservatives on and off the court relatively toothless child- . videotapes featuring porn star 
unhappy. pornography law that Congress Traci Lords before she turned 18. . . 
The justices. in a 7-2 cJecision, did not enact, and by rendering Most of Rehnquist~s opinion.: 
overturned a ruiing by 1hc federal congressional strengthening of turned ·on a · po1nt::..·:·or, 
appeals court in San Francisco that new law more difficult.·• grammar-bad grammar. the chief 
that the federal child pornography Scalia said in a dissent that was justice acknowledged. 
law is unconstilution:il because it joined by Thomas. In most situations. the court has 
does nol say clearly thal a Some conservative groups said long held, criminal prosecutors 
pornography distributor has to they shared Scalia's concern. must prove that a defendant.knew, 
know that an actor is underage to '"This is a new burden that that what he was doing was 
be convicted. prosecutors have not had to bear illegal, and laws muf,t specify that 
The court Tuesday opted for a in the past, and its effect_ certainly n:quirement. 
broader interpretation of the law, couldbetomakeprosecinorseven. .The .. heavily ame1,d.ed chilcl_ 
saying that it should be construed more reticent to ,bring child ,pornography law only uses the .. 
as requiring knowledge of pornography prosecutions," said •,.crucial:.word "knowingly",in the,: 
underage involvement even if ihat Cathleen Cleaver/who filed,a'· first ofseveraLsections,ione~thaii 
is nflt the most logical "frii;nd of the ~~)!ri!')rief for a· refers ·_to · shippingr-,~~?suai": 
grammatical interpretatioh. coalition of conservative groups;•'· ··depictions/';, •· ': ... ;•..::t 
Otherwise, it would be Patrick Trueman, who heade~:· ···The·taw·goes•on,in:'i;~para~e:: 
unconstit4tional, said the majority chi!d pomographyj1rosccution 'in' subsections• .. to· define-; visual: 
opinion by Chief Justice William the Ri:agan and ,a_ush Justic¢'.· ·depictions,as those involving. 
H. Rehnquist: . • ' Deparfments,.~saicl •. Scalia 's"' children'. and. ~exually·expHci~ 
But Justices Antonin Scali:)._and .concern.is misplaced. ,:, .·. ~ i ~': . conifuc1,;'otl.f'~oes noFtiial!e clearJ1 
Clarence Ttiomas :·saidtthat"',•~;:-'Prosecii!?fsliavealwayht~·to.~!·that:"@.owinglf')ipplies'!~tho~'i 
requiring prosecutors to prove that, · pro~e: that·a defeildanf.was· a\vare parts'as'wel["•i ;,_>· .. '! ril ;s;- i·.:(il 
Page9 
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. · 1. Research Participation or 
~ · ·· :~i.!'.: :2. Qw.t Smoking Research 
.~ ~IUC·~~~on Program between 10 am&; 5 pm 
453-3561 453-3527 
- - - - - - - - - - -
GTE and SIUC Department of Theater 
Present 
Charles Dickens' 
A 
CH!lfSTMAS 
CAROL 
Adapted for stage by Dennis Powers and Laird Willi~n 
Directed by Alex Cbrestopoulos 
Performances on: 
December 2, 3 at 8:00 p.m. & 
December 3, 4 at 2:00 p.m. 
Tickets may be purchased at McLCO<I Box Office 
·eoo·sLESS us. £\1£Rl'ON£· 
For more information call (618) 453-3001 I 
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U.N. officials seek settlement in Bosnia 
Los Angeles nmes Boutros-Ghali to demand cease-fire in 'safe area' Diplomats of the five-nation Con• tact Group traveled to Sarajevo Tues-
day despite Serb refusals to give rou-
tine assurances for their safety. Dur-
ing their discussions with officials 
of the Muslim-led Bosnian govern-
ment. the mediators from the United 
ZAGREB. Croatia-As Serb 
nationalists plowed through the 
Bihac "safe area" and hara~sed hos-
tage peacekeepers. U.N. officials 
warned Tuesday !he future of !heir 
paralyzed mission hinges on rebel 
compliance with .. rock-bottom 
conditions" for a settlement in Sara-
jevo Wednesday. 
U.N. Secrelary-General Boutros 
Bou1ros-Ghali planned a missile-
def)ing night 10 !he Bosnian capital 
Wednesday in quest of an unlikely 
breakthrough in what officials here 
call an untenable standoff between 
lighlly armcJ pcacckecper.; and Bos-
nian Serb warrior.; emboldened by 
Western pleas of helplessness in the 
conflict. 
"Thc~e are rock-bollom condi-
tiorL~ for the continuatior. of UN-
PROFOR." said Michae! Williams, 
spokesman for the U.N. Protection 
force known a~ UNPROFOR, ba~ 
in this Croatian capital. 
Boutros-Ghali will demand an im-
mediate end to fighting in the ll.N.-
designated Bihac "safe area." a 
cea-;r.-fire throughout Bosnia-Herze-
govina and a halt to all hara~sment, 
detention and restriction of U.N. 
forces. said William.~. 
Without a.~surances from rogue 
authorities in the Serb rebel strong-
hold of Pale, just east of Sarajevo, 
!he future of the mission is in doubt, 
Williams warned. 
"Boutros-Ghali's visit comes ar a 
moment of truth for UNPROFOR." 
a Western diplomat stated, warning 
that the security of the entire Balkan 
region hangs in the balance. 
The U.N. chiers intervention in 
the deteriorating crisis comes as the 
U.N. mission has begun serious pre-
parations for a pullout because of the 
campaign of harassment and humil-
iation to which the U.N. troops have 
been subjected. 
Bosnian Serb gunmen loyal to na-
1ionalist leader Radovan Karadzic 
have taken 500 peacekeepers host-
age for use as human shields in the 
event NATO again attempts air 
strikes against the rebels to force 
their compliance with U.N. resolu-
tions. 
Both Bosnian and Croatian Serbs 
Retailers find airport market 
Los Angeles nmes 
With more than 800 flight.~ com-
muting across C'.alifornia under his 
belt, Assemblyman Gil Ferguson 
has encountered more than his share 
of second-rate airport food. 
"You were sure the Sacramento 
airport w:L~ open 24 hours a day be-
cause whatever it wa~ that they were 
serving you looked like it was 24 
hmm; old,·· the Newport Beach Re-
publican said "'You slid your tray 
down the line. they° d give you some-
thing. and you'd wonder what it 
wao-;. My advice for most airports is: 
Oon·1 eat." 
The politician's ruminations will 
nng lrUc for frequent flier.; who have 
hrnved an airport cafeteria line - or 
paid 100 much for a paperback novel 
.11 an airport new,stanJ a, well. 
Bui poor food and overpriced sou-
venir stands gradually are giving 
way to attractively decorated restau-
rant and retail operations that use 
competitive pricing and service to 
win sales. 
Changes are being driven by the 
growing realization that travelers 
generally have both time and money 
on their hands. a combination that's 
''the magic formula for retailing," ac-
con:.ng to Monica Nassif, a ~-pokes-
woman for Miami-based Sun Gla~s 
Hut. which operates 11 stores at air-
pons. 
Airport e· ecutives and retailers 
say that truly competitive pricing is 
the key to success. 
Pill~burgh's innovative "air mall" 
is the acknowledged leader in air-
port retail operations. The 2-year-
old terminal is home 10 more than 
110 restaurant~ and retail shops. inclu-
ding TGI Fridays. Nature Company. 
the Body Shop. Upper Deck Auth-
enticated and Sun Glass Hut. 
Pinsburgh officials offer a simple 
measure of the mall's success: Sales 
per boarded passenger have soared 
to nearly $7, up from just $2.40 per 
visit before the new airport termi-
nal opened. 
Another gauge of its popularity 
is that up to 5 percent of monthly 
sales at the ai:port mall go to local 
residents who view the airport as an 
alternate shopping center. 
Pill~burgh's su=.~ful experiment 
with "strei.l pricing" has prompted 
the Dalla~-Fon Worth airport and 
others to adopt rules that require re-
tailers and restaurant~ to charge pri-
ces C{!Uivalent to those at off-air-
port sites. 
But Los Angeles International 
Airport is instead banking on 
competition to keep prices low. 
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have continued to shell and bum 
their way deep into the refugee-
thronged safe area delineated around 
Bihac for Bosnian Muslims who 
are the targets of the long-running 
Serb nationalist siege. 
Serb gunmen also have blocked 
humanitarian aid convoys into other 
embattled Muslim enclaves. mined 
roads to peacekeeping bases and pos-
itioned sophisticated surface-to-air 
missiles around Bihac and around tlr 
U.N.-controlled airpon at Sarajevo. 
"The Bosnian Serb army has made 
a number of very threatening re-
rruuks ia regard to the airport in re-
cent days," Williams said, expre.~-
sing concern over Boutros-Ghali's 
trip 10 the Bosnian capital. 
. States, Russia, Britain, France and 
Germany said they planned no new 
"incentives" to entice the dominant 
Serb rebels to make peace. 
U.N. and U.S. sources had said a 
day earlier that U.S. officials capitu-
lated to pressures from other Contact 
Group countries to allow the Bosnian 
Serbs to form a confederation with 
rump Yugoslavia. which would ef-
fectively endorse the creation of a 
Greater Serbia by allowing the reb-
els to annex their conquered Bosnian 
territory with that of their national-
ist ,-ponsor.; in Belgrade. 
Russian authorities detain 
exiled Turkmen dissidents 
Toe Washington Post 
MOSCOW-Russian auth-
orities have detained two Turk-
men dissidents living in exile 
here, both regular contributors to 
U.S.-govemment-funded Radio 
Liberty, at the request ofTurkme-
nistan's authoritarian government. 
officials aclcnowledged Tuesday. 
Human-rights groups here pro-
tested the arrests and are now 
lobbying to keep Russia from de-
porting the dissident~ to Turkme-
nistan. a fonner Soviet republic. 
The human-rights groups depict 
Turkmenistan's request a.~ pan of 
a larger campaign by President 
Sa!)'dftllUrat Niya7.0v to eradicate 
all democratic opposition to his 
one-man rule. 
The Russian government. while 
promising to protect human right~ 
that are routinely ignored in the 
fonner Soviet republics of Uz-
bekistan and Turkmenistan. non-
theless has been reluctant to of-
fend the rulers of those Central 
Asian states. Many Russian poli-
ticians view Central Asia as a 
geopolitical battleground where 
Moscow faces off against Tur-
kev. China, Islamic fundamenta-
lists and the West. 
Turkme:1istan. a ga~-rich des-
ert republic bordering Iran and 
Afghanistan. is a parti..:ularly 
valuable prize_ 
"We Lease For Le.ss" 
FREE Bus to SIU 
FREE Indoor Pool 
FREE Water & sewer: 
FREE Trash Disposal 
FREE Post Office Box 
Single Rates Available 
2 or 3 Bedrooms • 1 or 2 Baths . ______ __J 
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"The place with space" 
SIU approved for Sophomores to Grads. 
Split Level Apartmerts for 1 to 4 peisons. 
I • 9 or 12 mo. lease 
2 • fumishd apts 
3 • full batlu 
7 • flll.ly carpeted 
5 • cable T.V. 8 • ~ seruce 
6 • air conditioned 9 • JWimmini pool 
and yet, next to campus! 
PHONE 
457-4123 
~·•·· 
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SUGARTREE APARTMENTS 
3 LOCATIONS IN CARBONDALE 
1 LOCATION IN MURPHYSBORO 
•Studios 
•1,2, .or 3 Bedrooms 
•.Available in January 
•All Apartments have passed 
mandatory inspection 
Rent starts as low as 
$215 month/unit 
34 years In· 
student mobile 
home rental! 
~de·~~•~IIINlte~~ 
«lf'l'L 114,lll4t-~ t!fJIH/ldlle. 
# Quiet Atmosphere # Close To Campus 
# Affordable Rates # No Appointment Necessary 
Rozanne Mobile IJ:om.e Park 
Rt;. 51 .Sout;h 549-4713 
Glisson Mobile Home Park 
616 E. Park ·s1;~ 457-6405 
We care about our tenants and·the investments made in their 
educatJon. We have the experience to make your stay with us 
comfortable. Come out and see what we have to offer youl 
Roxanne & Glisson ·.:.-~-. _ . 
Mobile Home Parks . · . • · · 1° 
· 1- ''~c,rry!·,~~:.P!!.t,&l' . . :::t;:ccF . · . · .. ,.'. , 
-~-: ,._ 
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Cflousi Gu--·_,_ 
1994 
3 or 4 Bedroom· Apartments 
404 W. Mill (Across -from Pulliam Ball) 
•Newly Redecorated 
•Available Immediately 
Also, 
Mobile Home1J:Available 
. 1000E.Ptirk , 
For More Info. Cafi-,529-2954 
ILJ1 ~~ ~=2", ~~~~ 
"Duplex" Mobilehome Apts. 
Singles 
Two miles east of U-Mall; 200 yards west of 1lke Auto Park" 
Semester 
$200 deposit; Rent $145-$165 per month; 
heat, water, trash only $50 per month 
($25 Summer); 9 Month contr~ct,~ ~o pets. 
611 E. Park 
549-2831 
P·RIVATE ROOMS 
Summer $150 mo. 
3 mo. lse. 
FaU / Spring $185 mo. 
Limited Time Only! 
·Lincoln Village" Apartments· 
Spacious ~dio, ,~ furnished Apartments 
· ; Kite~, L,lvlilg.ii:!a'& t:~I! Bathroom 
• Nicely ~uml~ al)d Clrpated 
• Quiet arid a.an· Setting 
• Nlillr_~ 
• F,REE_~~ . .. ,.. . 
• FREE Parking on Preml,es 
• Laundry FacllltlN 
• Fishing In Back of Property 
• Air Conditioning . 
• Resident Manager on PremlSN 
• Cllble Ready 
Just South of SIU Arena 
South 51 and Pleasant Hill Rd. 
For llcn .. GI. ,iliiA,d Q-Appc,11411•· 
..... ~ 
. r the Professlonal. 
· Gradilate. facalty. 
· Clnclerg~cl~~. -& 
--Non-traclltlonal Staclent 
All UtWU• lneludad 
Boualng 4valla1Jle for 1-4 People 
. ·•CIOIN9 to C&mpWI 
•Completely~ 
•La111Ulr7 ll'aailiti• 
•lndivid~ .Air Conditioners 
•Cable T:v Hookup 
. , .... 
•Private Par~ 
•'lnlsh Pickup 
November 30,1994 1 P~j3_ 
·;~!;t:::rit11,~tz·•. 
~r~~~{:~;:~~{;~_::.;:·,Lff~~~~!k~~~~~~;£~i~n 
Hei-was '.the. outrageous _ /6Qs: ,fronpad1callleat1er:of the· Yipp1e 
--scala~ag who fl~t_ienedfwar toys ' Party: ioestablishmentarian as a sad 
with a steamroller and pushed a state111ent on the protest movi:me~t, 
frosted cake into the puss.of H- ____ but Rubin seemed pleased about the 
bomb inventorEdward Teller;, . : -. __ .direction of his life. · ·• 
As _ an-: expgijent, 1 ofdoopy.• , 1 ffe'once tolfin interviewer that 
provocation' and absuroisi. sireet~ , li'e• missed the -"righteous anger" of 
tlieater. -few could match Jerry the ·old days;.!.'Biu," said Rubin, 
Rubin, the former, newspaper "I'm much healthier than I was 
.. reporter _ who became a then." William: Kunstler,_ who 
countercuhure icon-and then, defended theChicago Seven, said 
'tranl!formed himself into _a Rubinhadnoreiisontoapologii.e. 
respectableentrepreneur. "The·'·guy•ipaid his dues," 
When he died Monday at the - Kunstler sai_d in . a telephone 
Pets 0, :.t' the w·e' ·e··· -k-. ' , UCLA Medical Center after a interview. "He d_id:great work by _ traffic accident two weeks_ earlier, introducing burlesque and humor 
- - - - - - • · , -~• - . -· - · Rubin; ~6.:,-~as marketing a into American-: politics. He 
Vincent, a six-monltH)ld cnnge and~whlt9 holl9ebrokeri tilbby; and .-.ul-..; a six-month-old' ' · ·nutritional drink wliose name, essentially gave. up his youth to 
~on ~C::,~:==:.:o~·1n pe,un ~~-~Illinois Humane W<>v;, oodly echoed the fractious become_ a fl:VOlutionary ... 
Healthy: tips for ~he, hOU~ayJ~ _.-
Preparing for the hazards of ~vel thrf:>~h winter wonderla~,:-/ 
By Joe Baker 
Student Health Programs 
Southern Illinois is known for its 
capricious weather. and with winter 
just around the comer. anything 
can happen. Holiday travel always 
presents additional hazards for 
motorists due to the heavy traffic. 
people leaving on the trips already 
tired from doing those last minute 
things. and of course. everyone 
seems to be in a tremendous hurry 
to get to wherever they are going. 
Driving in the winter means not 
only snow, but also sleet and ice 
that can lead to slower traffic. 
hazardous road conditions, hot 
tempers and unforeseen dangers. 
To help you make it safely 
through the holiday season. the 
National Safety Council suggests 
driving defensively and being 
prepared for an emergency. 
Hazardous travel situations on 
the highway can arise at any time. 
and you must be prepared. 
Before the winter season begins, 
have your car·s engine tuned up 
and put the following items in your 
trunk: 
• a properly inflated spare tire. a 
To Ym11· H('alth 
w~I ~nch and tripod type jack 
• a shovel 
• jumper cables 
•tow and tire chains 
•- a bag of salt or cat litter to 
sprinkle under tires to improve 
traction 
• a basic tool kit 
• a basic first aid kit including 
cold weather equipment, blankets. 
candles. emergency food and a 
flashlight 
Remember that the driver is the 
most important part of the car. Here 
are some important points to 
remember while driving:. . . 
• Listen to the-weatti'er before 
staningout. . 
• Reduce your speed and 
increase your following distance 
from other cars, 
• Try not to accelerate or brake 
suddenly. If you do find yourself in 
a skid.remain calm. ease your foot 
off the gave and carefully steer in 
the direction you want the front of 
the car to go. ""Steering into _the 
skid" brings the back end of your 
car in line with the front. 
• Bridges and overpa.-.ses can be 
slippery. Drive carefully over these 
areas. 
• Don't drive when you are too 
tired. When you do feel yourself 
nodding off, pull off to find a 
restaurant or a place to rest. Keep 
your window cracked open for air 
and play lively music on the radio 
until you can pull over. Regular 
stretching can also help reduce 
your feeling of fatigue. 
• Coffee or other caffeinated 
product.-., can temporarily increase 
your altenness. However, there is 
no substitute for sleep. - · _ · • , :_ ,:. 
• Don't drink:and drive and 
never ride as a passenger with 
someone_who,has had too much-to 
drink.: < ~ . 
. How you take care of yourself, 
how you prepare and plan· alJead : 
and how-you react can mean the : 
difference between slip-sliding.into 
danger or ·walking away from- a 
potential accident. Call Student_ 
Health Programs at 453-4364 for 
further infomiation about holiday 
:.afety. Winter travel tips courtesy 
of the National Safety Co~~il;- · 
Light exercise during illness can relieve certain ~ymptonis 
By Chris Labyk 
Student Health Programs 
Exercise provides many invisible 
health benefits. 
Regular moderate exexise. such a~ 
walking for example. can aid 
digestion. relieve depression. lower 
cholesterol and boost the immune 
system. 
Persons who do regular. 
moderate exerci!ie suffer fewer 
upper respiratory infectmns a year 
than non-exercisers. 
On the occasions when illness 
does strike. it may be necessary 10 
alter an exercise routine by either 
suspel"!ding the workout fc>r a few 
days or doing a lighter, shorler 
workout. 
Sitting in a dry sauna is not 
advisable if a fever is present 
because the body may ha\'e 
difficulty regulating its temperature 
which could possibly lead to severe 
complications. 
Also. if lung congestion is 
present., the dry heat makes it more 
difficult for the body to rid it,;elf of 
the excess mucous. Warm. steam)\ 
showers help to loosen congestion 
and to liquefy the secretions so the 
body can more readily expel the 
excess mucous. 
Light exercise during a typical 
cold with some congestion. but no 
fever, may help cci open the nasal 
passages and the bronchial tubes 
relieving sonic 'of the congestion. 
during an illness the body works 
hard to get rid of the organism 
causing the sympto_ms, so it is 
natural to feel tired . .lt may take· 
several days before the body is 
ready to do a full workout. 
Any prolonged period away 
from an exercise routine requires 
that the aeti\'ity be restarted at a 
level of Jess intensity than when the 
rou1ine was interrupted. Staning· 
back at the same level may lead to,. 
physical injuries. --: 
· For more information on 
working·out when. ill,cl?n~t the. 
Student Health Program Welhiess' 
Center at 536°4441, ·the,'S~rts· 
Medicine office :in )he-~~til!lf 
Center at 453-1292, or the Snident; 
Health Assessmenf Center iitthe. 
Student Center at 453-5~~;:?"':C~, ,,:-_,;.: 
Poaching sting nefij_: $t)J1iHioni])qgijti~1ii 
'.0{~ · 2nd Day of Christmas 
{Jniver8jty )~qokstore 
. gives to you 
1?% off 
Calendars and 
·ChrislmM Books: 
-~·· ... --
•" 
·_ --
----
NEW DELHI-It began when a clouded leopards;·One·Bengal tiger decades:--·. ii:ii-reiu~neif~wii~'t~ 
man who-described himself as a skin was more than 14 feet long. -vengeance and.threatens some'of :':_:-
buyer for duty-fr~e shops in the T~e buyer left, saying he was the world'.s most be~1hifuliati~ Ff;~: 
Persian Gulf met in a a p"osh going lo get money. ~ut when lie exotic animals. (:011seryationisJ5. ·;'): 
Katma!l~u, hdotelThwith _ ~- sc~uffy returned, it~ in_his t111e
1 
role as 
36
an w
1 
_amft--. thath __ the _est1
1
d-~d5,000he~ A~d-· '. •,,, 
Kashmm _tra e1: e)\S12;Cd -~h undercover mveshgator, eading _ e m t e w1 , ar<?Un t _ , "''!.'•... f 
other up and talked prices~ the police officers ·on one of India's .couJd,be gorie;i_n, a,f.~w:,y~r:s; - -
Kashmiri offering ·_.sriiaW but largest anti-poaching .sting victims'ofa tioom,ngrin~~J~ f~{ 
enticing samples of the.exotic operations.. .- . -_ ;"· , : •wi_klljfe products ~'is ~-only \~{~: 
ani~ ~ ~ could deliver if they" "Pee>ple were ceJebr:iti_ng a.nil ,; i~ D!'f:C~ics ,af !h#.c~~~~:i,!,io._f . -. -becanle paitners. . • t ,,: congratu!_atjng-aJlcl thanking me; tiut _dqce (C!f.i~ ~i' ~is~ 
Two weeks later in Srinagar; the it was a sad sight;". the investigator- : !'Unless we.take immediate;and r'_-,f_".; __ ;fj, 
waHorr; summer: capit~l of said of the haul, worth nm tb!in $1 ::_~;~bn;;J!don~i bei~'.llm _ -- . 
Kashmir, the trader laid CJ1!i flri 3!1d _milli~ on the irllemati~ ~._: .• ~II~ ~y ti~J;~ft ~~~- }j/: 
garments Jllade,from;J~366_of,'the -··• ,The:Nov; S raicl was the.latest, threcto,fiveyears;~'saidiBe1inda -.'._:.~,:_. _ ~--~_i_'.,i 
worid's mosi"e,i'dangereil'cats~ :evi~:that JX)aChing.:whicliliPd; :;wrigliif head~of¢ tbe1-WUdlife .. -. 
-~~~~~w~~~~,~~~~~fu~~~~--·_i_~_s,t_m_,_.~~eyT_~_---_,:_~_~,?.~_:_~,!_~_~'.~_s_;_._:_i_:_~.1_i_I_;_i_: __ ~.--: 
, ~ <;'--:<<>~-~J-::°:~\L; ,-- .. -·· 
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ALDI® 
A Whole 
Ne,vLow 
Price List j 
~~,~t Butteresj!t 
November 30,1994 
Quick Oats e 99...~~ ~~':ined m~•:!!~=fP=~-
Ori:)nge . Ham randomweighl 99~~, · 4,e-l ~ .. IJ~~OL fJ9q~ S699 SaltineC~:,: 
Brandmayvarybystore. Soup 16oz .. ~Sllced · 
P d d cream of Chieken or mush- \:. ~. . .: . 
-
chicken noodle, vegela~ie. · • 
ow ere or room105-10.75oz. ~- ~ -=, -
~rown Sugar 79i 33f':~ .· . ,3~ ;p 
Golden Ripe 29"' ~WhcNFryen ~I.Nau.ters e '1-' grac11A.fNltl11ozt111 . . gradlA...,,ioan ~~~It 19~.. U49!,Ri~ 
New Crop 
California Navel 
Rr:'nges SJ29 
Russet Potatoes 99 ii 
US #1. 10 lbs. '1-' 
Lettuce 49"' US #1, large head .... 
Cauliflower US #1, largenead 
F~~cbells" 
Mushrooms 
8oz. 
Celerv US #1,large stalk 
Carrots 
us #1, 2 lbs. 
Quality guaranteed 
,:.:; 
Mon.-Wed. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Thurs.-Frl. 9 a.m.-8 p.!m. 
Sat. . 9 a.m.-6 p.~. 
2201 Ramada Lane C8rbondale, IL 
We welcome cash and food stamps only. No checks, please . 
. . 
-
15 .. ~-~,:,,~ ·<·• ~~olate ._.. -::-' 12oz. -~.....-:.Jrlll'.11. . • 
··s· e 79e 
i~,~-~-
=UllraThln ~e~ · 
medium Ol'llrge, 24·36cL 12 oz. 
November 30, 1994 
. ~;:Jfl!llelt~.a~~lcm=~Ji!l; 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES ) 
1 on consecutive running dales) Minimum Ad Size: 3 lines, 30 charaelers. 
1 day ............ 91 c per line. per day 
3 days ............ 75c per line, per day 
5 days ............ 69e per line, per day 
10 days ......... S6e per line. per day 
20 or more .... A6e per line, per day 
Copy Deadline:12 r~oon. 1 publication day prior to publication. 
Classmed Ad Policy: The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Advertisers are responsible 
for checking their advertisements for errors on tt,e first day they 
appear. Errors not the fauit of the advertiSer which lessen the value 
of the advertisement will be adjusted. 
'CLASSIFIED CLASS,IFIED CLASSlf·IEU 
NBC11194483,bladi,5,pd,af .MACINTOSH COMPUffR can,pl.ie 
~=--""'""•a fun ca,, $6500. · ~Chris~.a=-:-y $500. 
a OMNIIECH. u..lPCL N...l'Corden. p Parts & Service I :.&!a't'~ ,pea ... To onler 
MOBl.f AUTOMOlM S8MCE, ASE HAND NEW COMPUT£RS, from 
certified. Vioa/~ acC9f)led. 893· MOO upf Artt CDllfig,m,lion ..... ~. 
·2684 ar (lall '-J 325-7083. AST--,66, fftll dp,i AST-4026. 
88 MAZDA MX 6, 5 ,pd, MW ...hou>I 
& muffler, 58,9u mi. Dar~ Blue. 12Jc6028DIIM, 1 baih,a/c,gmappl, 
SJB.50. Ca!l .!57·5.!15. very qoiel, 2 bbcb from Towers. 
88 NISSAN SENTRA. 93.= mi,""" .,...$3_J_OO_. 54_ 9·_l2S-,--l._~~-~ 
,;,,nd, in & our, blocl 
Call Jay, 549• 1559. $2700 obo. 
87 ACURA tNTEGRA IA, ...,.. cu>lom 
r.u,pemioo, broke., Momo port,, mo>I 
op,iom, wel maintoi:ie::I, very dean. 
""c cand. S3650. 549.077 
85 4·DR FORD T~. Clean imicle & 
our. Mu,i ..II s 1100 obo. 549·7297, 3 
ro answ111r, lea.re mes.soge. 
r:~.y~~/.t,;t'sis!i. ~~~.1~ 
549-6951. pica,~awail.529·251A. 
8-5,--TccO-,-Y-0-TA-CO-RO-UA--,.-n,-w-•-ll 1 ea>s, DIIESS81, DESK, caucl,, lalilt, 
94,.ux ,..;, many ,_ part.. $1200. lcr,aeat, chair, relrigltCllor, •""'•• 
549·7896. wmhor, d.)-, TV, VCR. 529-3874. 
8_4_BM_W-J1-8i-, -rnetal-~-.-9...,,-_-p,w-.-
1 LEATHER COUCH W/ hide-a-way 
mirror, 89,xxx, ~ne pull-out d.dc, bed, ~-. laid.en l<iile, woodan 
SJ I 00 obo, run, great 529·5783. heocl,oad w/ .,.,.. 68~·3685. 
84 Chevy Cava~er, aui,e, AM/fM 
cau, oulo, ,_ tire>, mu>I ,oll. SIOOO 
OilO. 549-0373. 
84 FORD CROWN VICTORIA lTD. b< 
Cond in/our. Aulo, 73,axx mi, $1200/ 
obo. Cal: 457-6878. 
8~ FORD El 50 Converslon Van. be 
: cand, 105K, S~500. Cleon & non• 
>moling, Horri.l,,,rg 253-3232. 
486 51,/25 150 Ml w/,__ M.ta 
IJoM,llpllfllQ5701A"S\4G.fl-./ . 
......... -, $990. '57-5132. 
flfA MARICET, 3 mi l'l0flh of M'bo,,, 
on 127, open Fri/Sor/Sun, 9-5. 
De• len __. .... 684-3119 or 
68A•28A2. C Yard Sales ½ I 
G.A.1lAGE $Alf QfAIIANC£. Gm & 
.&.dric - S35, nfrie-aion $80. Boob, lurnitura & houiehold ;...,._ 
Makecnoll.r. Tl>un, Fri, & Sat, 208 N 
JOI!, Sir, Mbcro 687-2520 & 687· 
2475. 
.a . • t 
., 
FEMAlf NEEDED J.,, Spirg, 2 bdrm 
trailer, $180/MD + ulil. Clo .. lo 
Campu1. Rcbin, 529-~. 
HAND 111W 2 BORM ap1 d 
51AS.WollSU9.1 wbl.ai.-need.d. 
Spring & Summer. $250/mo, 
........... 457-5217. 
VERY NEAii CAMPUS al 408 S 
: Paper, cdol.. lu""'Y, capoiad, 
ale, furn olliciancyJ.,,one. Graci C, 
1aw ...... p,J.,.I.Nopob.Oi'r 
$21$/mo,o,cilimma:lc,Jcn 
lametlnui#, Aug 1•. 1995, 
cal168A-,U'5. 
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COZV & UKE t'l&I 2 bd1111, ,01 1.ot, 
~~=f~OO mo Finl 
.a & C11AN large 2 bdrm, lum. 
CGIJ)OI, a/ c, do1• 1o Rae:, 405 E Snyder 
529·3581 or 529-1820 • 
FAMILY HOMES, 3 BDRM'S, R· 1 
S575-700/mo, NO PETS. 
IOOllAT'IIIISolil await riao, ,-, _AS?_~ __ a.______ _ 
rni.1,!,&~~~~~~• ~,ti,;,.,~:,• ~)t:~~tincl, 
or529-1820. $495mo,a,o,1 Dec 1.529·3513. 
304 Crestview, 3 bdrm, newly 
remodeled, o/c, w/d hoobp, Avail 
Dec s. $463/mo. Call 529-3513. 
GOOD RENTAL PERFORMANCE 
di1COUnt, rea,ord,ly priced, di!feronl 
locaJiom. Ava~ ,.,...1 549-3850. 
•n• 2, a,•• IIDaM 
Walk1osru. Fum/urlum,carpeted, 
no polL 549-4808 (9AM-IOl'M}. 
NEAR CAMPUS, EXTRA ,.. .. lum 
hou,. at 405 S Jamu SI, w/d, 
carpored, o/c, 2 porch.,, gra,s 
-ed r-. wal in parlry, MW lull 
ball,, no pot,, only S.95 por mo, 
lease llv-augh Aug 13 1995. 
Ca!l 68HI '5. 
ONE BEDROOM 
4021 E. H___,. 
507 W. Main •2 
TWO BEDROOM 
514S.Bew.WV--1 
310W: Col!.ge•l 
509; s .... ,,. 
402; E. 11 .. ... 
612 S. i.,g ... 
6121 s. Logan 
4041 s. Uni .. .....,, 
ll#l;f;jj;JMl];{•I•J&I 
5039.a.-,wp 
SH S. a.-tldp •I 
5035.H.oyo 
511 s. Ha,,. 
316 Linda St 
:,00 N. o.la1and 
FOllR BEDROOM 
5039.e-.Mgo 
SOOS.It.,. 
5035. H.oyo 
507S.t«-
5llS.t«-
61411,1-
402W1llolnuil 
lif401Jl•Js3•I•l&i 
5129.-...... 
402W."-lr,Ui1 
COMMERCIAL 
70111.-
NSS. ...... 
. Best Sem ii TOIU , Avallk bi, ~29-1os2 
VVe're 
going 
out on 
THfSIS" M.l.taGEMEl'lT SERVICl'.l> 
Fro.11Jl"'PO,al1ofincl~h.CollW· 
2058 lor "· appl. A.I. lo, Ren. 
,,.. ................ . 
Grad School App,o-,ed 
.. 
GOlD/cv.MONDS/JEWElRY 
PAY 
BECTRONICS/~S/GAMES 
CAAi 
ANYTHlNGOfVAUJE 
MIDWDTCUII 
1200W.Main 
Carbondale 
~9-6599. 
tfo,e,~/ 
Lewis Park Aparbnents 
xperience tfte difference. 
• Pool 
• Tennis 
~ • Weight Room 
1.:J • Laundry Room 
==•Patios 
• Dishwashers 
L • Small Pets Allowed 
~ • Minutes to Campus 
• Flexible Lease Terms 
INIINSIGNIA 
-~ao• 
• Furnished or Unfurnished 
• Pre-leasing 1,2,3 and 4 
Bedrooms 
Call Today About Our Specials 
800 E. Grand 457-0446 
I 
BIN' • sru · TRAllE • N'l'RAISE 
UHUU.CAltH 
'llD · NEW • SPECIALTY ITEMS 
HUG£ S8fCT10N • IIEST PRICES 
I I INSTANT CUii I I 
WAllftDIO •UY 
GOtD - SILVER - DtAMONDS -
COINS 
JEW£1JIY -OtD TOYS -WATO!ES 
AlffTNINe o, YALUIII 
J&JC~S 
821 S.II.LAV!:457-6831. 
November 30,1994 
I FEMALE BIACK IAB DOG FOUND 
1 
ON SOUTH 51. Col 529-128~. 
! 
I 
DAILY YAN TUNSPO•TA• 
nON lo SI. loui1 Airport. 11ar1 Tram. 
800-28.4-2X18. Group.- awailablo 
6 ,..,.. of PIICMN SERVICE. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
FOR SPRING 
Advertising Office Assistant 
t/ Morning and Afl.ernoon work blocks 
available. 
t/ Duties include answering the telephone, 
scheduilng advP.rtising, assisting walk-in 
customers, & coordinating work with sales 
re s. 
Advertising Sales Representatives 
t/ Afternoon workblock. 
t/ Car helpful, with mileage reimbursement. 
t/ Sales experience helpful. 
Classified Inside Sales 
t/ Inside sales, general clerical, & reception. 
t/ 4 hour workblock 
All api:;licants must have an ACT/FFS on file. 
Joumalism majors preferred, all others are encouraged 
to apply for all positions. Daily Egyptian is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer and encourages applications lrom 
the disabled, women, minorities. 
Pick up your application at the Dai~ Egyptian t:~n Office, Communications ldg. rm 1259. 
November 30,1994 
SINGLE SLICES by Peter Kohlsaat 
..... ...i M~. 'N ... 11"f•T1\ ·,( y•, 
,;Yl;io~ t• MCI ~~11 ~ff Wl...t 
¥(e ("lh qo <1\, ... t fih~i'!) p'I, 
1tile ~ \,~t~ 0,tiq "'4~. 
\ 
..:,,f,: 
The Phone Wars move to the next level. 
Calvin and Hobbes 
5::, 10~0RllOW. 1'0 L\l:t Tu£ 
J'(U.'I P\Jt 11-1 r.. S.:P1'AATE 
CCl'lrMtltR 'rilt\.\ 1' ~1-l\~, 
S) I CAfl sm,..t;> ~ .lUl."i 
... , 11\i. tJ51 l'Cf.l;\Sli "'°"-9li 
'i1HOIZ£ l Ellt 'M SAAl>'!i\C\-1. 
,~:~ 
'---------..J _,.:r 
Mr Boffo 
~ I THE Daily Crossword i,,wi, ..... ---. 
by Joe Martin 
• 
Presents· 
sJ THE HOUSE .. OFBLUE LEAVES by john &um Directed by Christian Moe 
Dec. 2,3,4 
Dec. 9, 10, 11 
• 
Dec. 16,17,18 
. ~ The Stage Company 101 North Washington 
. ~ } Carbondale, Illinois (618} 549-5466 
l h(' Bt.·~• I )1·~1ft Bl'l'I" 
in Soulhl'nl lllinoi~ 
.l" \.-. 
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·easeball players' strike may reach impasse 
The Washington Post 
The Major League Baseball Play-
ers' Association has decided it will 
not offer a counterproposal this 
week to the taxation system prop-
osed by the team owners 12 days 
ago, sources close to the situation 
said Monday nighL 
The prospects of the union and 
the owners reaching a settlement to 
end the players' 3-month-old strike 
and ensure that next season begins 
on time are as bleak a.~ ever. The 
union's decision not to present a 
counterproposal this week vinually 
ensures that the owners will decide 
10 declare an impa~se in negotia-
tions and unilaterally impose a sal-
ary cap system when they meet neJCt 
:'vlonday in Chicago. The union 
apparently believes that chis bitter 
labor war will be played out in 
court and on Capitol Hill thereafter. 
Representatives of the players and 
owners gathered Monday at a con-
ference center near Leesburg, Va. 
Talk.~ are scheduled to resume Tues-
day, and special mediator William 
J. Usery is urging the two sides to 
make a frantic final push toward a 
settlement. But privately, principals 
on !x>th sides of the dispute remained 
pessimistic Monday, saying they 
expect this set of meetings to break 
up after a day or two. 
Richard Ravitch, the owners' 
chief labor executive, has a contract 
that expires Dec. 31. and L'le owners 
apparently don't expect him to re-
main on the job beyond then. But 
acting commissioner Bud Selig said 
Monday that Ravitch has given no 
indications about his intentions. At 
"If you're (the 
baseball players' 
union) not ready to 
bargain now, when 
are you going to be 
ready to bargain?" 
-Stan Kasten 
Usery's urging, the owners recently 
made Boston Red Sox General 
Partner John Harrington their chief 
spokesman both inside and ouL~ide 
the negotiating room. 
The players' executive board is 
scheduled to meet in Atlanta begin-
ning next Monday, and sources said 
the union does not plan lo make a 
counterproposal before then. Owner-
ship representatives said Monday 
they're hopeful of receiving a coun-
terproposal from the players this 
week. but management sources ack-
nowledged they don't expect that 
10 happen. 
Asked whether that makes it inev-
itable that the owners will decide 
next week lo unilaterally impose a 
salary cap system, one manage-
ment source said: "I don't think 
(the players) are going to leave us 
with any choice." The source ad-
ded. however, that negotiations 
coulci continue if the union makes a 
counterproposal following the im-
plementation of a salary cap. 
Said Atlanta Braves President Stan 
Kasten, a member of the owners' 
Nyuk, nyuk: Bowe punches Larry 
:at press conference before fight 
Los Angeles Times 
INGLEWOOD, Calif.-ln what 
was the best combination be bas 
thrown in more than a year, former 
heavyweight champion Riddick 
Bowe rocked a Monday oews con-
ference at the Forum when be lan-
ded two solid punches to the face 
of Larry Donald, his opponent in 
Saturday night's non-title fight at 
Czsars PallllXl in ~ Vegas. 
The altercation broke out as the 
figblers were fielding questions 
from reporters. 
Standing shoulder to shoulder al a 
lectern in the Fomm Oub, Donald 
and Bowe were mumbling to each 
other in what appeared to be typical 
prefight hype. 
Suddenly, though, Bowe surprised 
Donald with what he later called 
his "book-cross" to Donald's jaw. 
Both punches, a left book fol-
lowed by a crossing right, landed 
flush on Donald's face. 'The punches 
appeared to stun Donald, who did 
not retaliate. Later, be bled slightly 
from the mouth. 
1be fighters were quickly separ-
ated. Veteran fight observers said 
they had never seen such an inci-
dent at a news conference. 
"A typical cowardly move by 
someone who's desperate," Robert 
Mittleman, one of Donald's mana-
gers, screamed as Bowe was escor-
ted out of the conference room. 
"You ain't going to intimidate 
Lany. Howe's in for the beating of 
his life." 
Donald would not comment on 
the incident 
'1'0 do all my tallcing Saturday," 
be said 
Janks Morton, Donald's trainer, 
blasted Howe's manager, Rock New-
man. 
.. That should've never happened," 
Morton sa-eamed al Newman. "You 
provoked iL" 
Newman said the incident was 
unfonunate, adding, "You never 
know what's going to happen when 
emotions mn high." 
Bowe would not apologize. 
"He was taunting me," Bowe said. 
'1 told you guys I'm ready to fight 
He squared off at me, that's why be 
got popped." 
If Donald did square off and face 
Bowe, no one else saw it 
Bowe said he had not struck 
Donald with full force. 
"If I'd bit him like I wanted to, 
he'd be out," be said "He'd be at 
the hospital." 
Lata, Bowe blamed the incident 
on the frustration that has plagued 
him since losing his heavyweight 
tide to Evander Holyfield on Nov. 
7, 1993. 
Hampered by injuries, Bowe has 
fought only once since, last Aug. 
13 against Buster Mathis Jr. 
That fight was deemed "no con-
test" when the New Jmey Athletic 
Commission ruled a late hit by 
8Qwe bad been intentional. 
Rich Rose, vice president of Cae-
sars World, said Monday's alter-
cation probably would not lead to 
the cancellation of the fighL 
"The only way it would be in 
jeopardy is if be was cu: in the nose 
or something like that," Rose said 
"It was just two guys with bad inten-
rions. What's going to be the one 
thing that puts you over the top? 
ThatwasiL" 
Giants' chances at playoffs 'slim' 
Team st1·11 has sho• son games to drift back into the Joe- ~ lo_st three in a row, IO?sening 
'l ker room. their gnps on the first two wild card 
t t I "One thing my career in the NFL berths. 8 p05 Se8S0n P ay has taught me is that anything can "I don't think it's ever over until 
The Hartford Courant 
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ.-
After the New York Giants' 21-19 
victory over the Washington Red-
skins on Sunday, someone began 
asking defensive tackle Erik How-
ard about "the last four games" of 
the season. 
The question was not finished. 
"Uh, you mean the upcoming 
four games, don't you?" Howard 
said. 
Yes, having woo two games after 
losing four in a row, the Gimts (5-
7) allowed the thought of postsea-
happen," said Howard, with the it's over," Coach Dan Reeves said 
Giants since 1986. Monday, after the team returned to 
When a team is presumed dead in Giants Stadium. 
the water, any bubble or splash wil1 "I've seen strange things happen. 
do. W'alCII you look at our schzdule and 
It would ta1te a series of impro- where we are, you'd have to say our 
babilities, starting with an upset of chances are slim and none. But slim 
the Browns (9-3) in Cleveland on is still there." 
Sunday, for the Giants to make iL A dejected Reeves read the Giants 
But impossible? out of the playoff race after they 
This is a crazy season. If the sea- fell to 3-6 with a 38-10 loss to 
son ended today, a 6-t; team - the Dallas on Nov. 7. 
Green Bay Packers, Detroit Lions Though the soft part of the sche-
or Adanta Falcons - would be in dule was coming, Reeves talked of 
the NFC playoffs. evaluati:Jg talent for next season, 
The Philadelphia Eagles (7-5) and many of his playen followed 
and Minnesota Vikings (7-5) have suit 
union bad no intention of negoti-
ating a settlement and that the play-
ers wanted to pursue the matter 
through litigation and attempt to 
get the owners' exemption from 
federal antitrust laws repealed by 
Congress. 
The owners made a salary cap 
7. 25 OZ. BOX ORIGWAL 
proposal to the players in June, and 
amended it 12 days ago -presum-
ably to make the proposal ready for 
implementation. The owners made 
a taxation proposal along with their 
amended salary cap proposal, but 
the union considers the tax plan a 
salary cap in disguise. 
KRAFT DINNER 20-0z. 2 $5 Macaroni 13 9 LAY'S Cheese • Potato Chips for 
Saving you Money 
Every Day 
Rt. 13 East Main&. 2421 West Main 
• Open 24 Hours • 7 Days a Week 
• We Accept Checks, Food Stamps 
November 30, 1994 Daily Egyptian 
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NHL dispute talks delayed 
Newsday salvaging a season. The league 
Team ,;f1\f:'. .. Overal 
Northern lowcf'.'!& a:;~ 
honorable mention along with 
junior strnng safety Darnell 
Hendricks. 
Watson said he found it hard to 
believe Hendricks' name was left 
off the first-team list after the Los 
Angeles, Calif. native tied for 
second in the Gateway with four 
interceptions and racked up nearly 
I 00 tackles. 
Management officials fear 
there will be little hard 
bargaining between the NHL 
and the locked out Players' 
Association before Wayne 
Gretzky's Scandinavian tour 
endsDec.12 
already bas cut 24 games from 
the 84-game schedule. A further 
reduction, possibly of six ganx:s, 
is expected this week. Most 
observers feel Jan. 1 is the latest 
a 54-game season could begin. 
Western Illinois 8-3 
6-0 
4-2 
. 4:2 
The union has given its 
blessing to the "Gretzky and 
Friends '94 Tour" that begins 
Saturday in Helsinki but union 
spokesman Steve McAllister 
said the tour will have no impact 
Oil the talks. 
Eastern Illinois?~, ~5 According to a source, the 
owners believe that union 
executive director Bob Good-
enow is "going to let the owners 
slew for a-couple of weeks." 
Illinois State;:{' 5-5-1 3:3 {1½-4 
'?ff 2-4 
"f was very disappointed that 
Damell Hendricks was not a first-
team player," Watson said. "He 
was one of two big play safeties 
in our league." 
lndianca ~~hC.:: 5-6 
:.':~:.1li:.,. ,~t:: :-
t{t}X ·•.~" 0-6 
Soum>: ~ Foolbdl Conforance by JP Rhea ond Jonnil'w Ronen, Daily Egyptian 
The Gateway offensive player 
of the year was Western Illinois 
quarterback Rob St. Sauver, 
while Northern Iowa linebacker 
Andre Allen ran away with the 
top defensive honor. 
Union officials and players, 
however, say the current lull in 
collective bargaining agreement 
negotiations is needed for 
players to study the latest 
management offer. 
"Wayne bas known all along 
that if the season starts he'd have 
to scrap the tour," McAllister 
said ''It's not a factor in whether 
we'll get a deal done." 
Pippen could score more, 
follow Malone's example UNl's Teny Allen was named the coach of the year. 
A two-week break would put 
both sidl'!s up against the 
unofficial Dec. 15 dead]ine for 
The NHL and the union met 
six times in a 10-day span in 
Boston before recessing last 
Sarurday. 
By Mal Florence Philadelphia story: Frank 
Los Angeles Trmes Lawlor in the Philadelphia Inquirer: RECRUITS, from page 20----
Late in the fourth quarter of 
Utah's 124-94 rout of the Chicago 
Bulls Friday night in Salt Lake City, 
Jazz forward Karl Malone returned 
to the game. 
Chicago Coach Phil Jackson 
yelled, "Hey, Mailman! Aren't you 
padding your (scoring) average a 
littlebitT 
Replied Malone, "No. When my 
coach tells me to go in. I go in." 
Scottie Pippen overheard the 
exchange and his ears must have 
been burning. 
Menacing snake: Ernie Els. the 
U.S. Open champion. encountered 
an unconventional hazard on the tee 
of the 16th hole of the !';a~hua Wild 
Coast Challenge tournament Sunday 
in Wild Coast. South Africa. 
As Els stepped off the tee. a 
three-foot night adder appeared out 
of I.he long grass and headed in his 
direction. The South African star 
player stepped to the -side and 
moved quickly in the opposite 
direction. Gocxl thinking. 
Escape: Horace Gra,.1. the 
former Chicago Bull forward. has 
found happiness with the Orlando 
~lagic. 
"I've never been more relaxed in 
my lifet he said "It was never like 
this in Chicago. (General Manager 
Jerry) Krause made it impossible. 
Clip and sa\·e: Bob Jacobsen in 
the Arizona Republic: "Mark this 
dow;i. The Los Angeles Clippers 
will not win 10 games this season." 
SEASON, 
from page20 
the refuge, and Mabery expects !he 
same amount for second season. 
Of the 606 tags issued, 363 deer 
were harvested and there were 
more than twice as many bucks 
taken as does. 
Bill Smith, a local hunter and 
storekeeper at The Wildlife Refuge 
at 1130 E. Main in Carbondale, 
said th: second season will be 
about average, but there will be 
more does killed than first season. 
"Usually anybody who held w! 
for a buck first season will kill a 
doe ~econd season in order to fill 
his tag,n Smith said 
Second season runs from Dec. 1 
to Dec. 4. The hunting day extends 
from a half hour before sunrise to 
sunset each day. 
Mabery said the second season 
hunters can expect to see fewer 
deer than first St',!!SOn because the 
mating season is coming to an 
end. 
"I expect to see lower numbers 
second season," he said "ll-e fact 
i~ that there are fewer deer on the 
refuge, and it is toward the tail-end 
of rut. 
"With the matir,5 sea.~on tapering 
off, the male deer aren't quite as 
active or foolish as they were 
during rut and first season." 
"Shawn Bradley, the ex-missionary 
man and the swizzle-stick center of 
the 76ers, is the latest major focus 
of the venerable Philadelphia 
custom known as booing. 
outfielder from South Suburban will provide defensive stability to freshman with 20 stolen bases. 
College, hit .350 with nine home the Salukis. Callahan said Horace is a great 
athlete, which is good at the 
catcher's position. 
runs and 39 RBIs last~ "His greatest attribute is his 
"During player introductions on 
opening night, he was booed the 
moment his reddish head popped 
through the tunnel entrance. 
"Tun might have as much power defensive skills," Callahan said ''I 
as anyone in junior college," think that the time in junior college 
Callahan said "He hits really well really helped his hitting and that 
and will be able to pick up the slack phase of his game should continue 
"Horace is a sound receiver who 
has very, very good arm strength 
and is quick," be said. ''He is such 
a good athlete he could probably 
play another position like 
centerfield" 
in the power area for us." to improve." 
"He hadn't even played for nine 
months, so basically he was getting 
booecl for having been injured 
twice." 
Jamold Little, a former draftee of Bret Horace, an academic All-
the Milwaukee Brewers who was American from Mineral Area 
also signed hit .450 in the fall for Junior College, is a strong 
Southeastern Illinois College and defensive catcher who hit 303 a.~ a 
Callahan said he expects all of 
tile players to contribute n~xt year. 
Student Center Special Programs Presents 
Enjoy a traditional holi4ay meal while you experience 
the splendor of the holiday spirit from around ihe world 
through the Joy of music, song and dance. 
MENI.l 
Wassail Broccoli, Rice& CherseOJ.SSerole 
Gatsar Salad Apple C.Obbler 
Blueberry Salad Date Nut Pudding ux 
Loaves Of Bread wl Whipped BurtP.1 Whipped Oram 
Chlcker. Breast wl Orange Sauce Christmas C.OOlcies 
SmallPotFIDastsuiPotaJoes&Omors C.Offee, Tea,IadTea 
Thursday & Friday, December 8 & 9, 1994 
6:30 pm, SIUC Student Center Ballrooms 
Tickets Now On Sale At The Student Center Central Ticket Office 
$9.00, Children 12 & Under 
$12.00, SiUC Students• $14.00, General Public 
No Alcohol Allowed. For More Information Call 453-2721 
DEPRESSED 
YOU SAY THERE'S 
NO CUTIE 
THAT CALLS YOJj A BEAUTY. 
NO ONE TO CALL YOU THEIR OWN? 
WEL_L YOU'VE- GOT 
ONE LAST RUB 
A ,1MMY ,oNN'S sui1 
0 • A HUG ,aoM YOUa MAMA BACK NOMI ® 
IMMY JOHN'S OURMIT SUBS S-49:31334 
WE .NOW DELIVER ALL DAY 
7 DAYS A WEEK 11 AM TO 3AM 
YCNJa MOM WANTS Y.OU TO UT AT IIMMY IOHN'S 
econman 1992 JIMMY IONN'I --
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Saluld basebail recrUils?Six· juniors 
. Skills expected to aid team 
sa.ff PIIIIIOIIW'Sllirley_Glolll 
Baseball player 11m Kratochvil, a Junior in social studies from Mount 011'!9, IH'la weights as 
part of his off-season training Tuesday afternoon in the bnebell clubhouse weight room; 
ByDaugDurso Western Kentucky. Middle 
Senior Reporter Tennessee, Murray State and 
Kentu~ky. 
The first recruits of the Callahan Callahan said Honeycutt has a 
baseball era have signed to fill chance to make an immediate 
specific needs and give the SIUC impact on the club. 
baseball team added depth as the "He ha.'> the capability of being 
Salukis inked six recruits to one of our four top pitchers," he 
national leuers-of-intent during the said. "He is not overpowering, but 
NCAA early signing period last is consistent" 
week. Tory Hatton, a right-handed 
Saluki baseball coach Dan hurler from Illinois Central 
Callahan said he is excited about ,, College was'.his team!s ~Most 
his first recruiting class. · . Valuable Player with a .6!-f record 
"I'm very happy about what and 2.14 earned run average. He 
transpired during the early-signing received second-team JUCO All-
period," he said. "It shows we did American honors. 
a good job busting our tails the two "I saw him for the first time this 
months before signing them." fall and he caught the eye of some 
All six recruits are junior college professional scouts," Callahan 
ballplayers, which Callahan said said. "He should be able to be a-
wa.'> not a·planned strategy. front-line pitcher for us." 
"We always go out to find the Brian Voglar will help out the 
be.,.t players, who have an interest Salukis in the outfield and at the 
in our program. It just so happened plate after hitting .352 as a 
they were all junior college players freshman for Mineral Area Junior 
this time," he said. College. 
Out of the six recruits iwo are "Brian runs well. swings the bat 
pitchers, two outfielders, a catcher well and from the team he played 
and a shortstop. on you know · he strong 
Chris· Honeycutt is a right- fundamentally ... Callahan said. 
hand~ pitcher from Southea.'>tem Tim Wilson, a left-handed 
Jllinois College, who was 8-3 last 
. year and has been recruited by NeRECRUrTS,page19 
AII-COnference .pick 
Gill makes first-team Final shotg.urtQ.~r ·seaso_n. opens 
By Sean Walker ' · . 
By Grant Deady 
Sports Editor 
At 6-5. 270-pounds. Saluki football offensive tackle 
Jeff Gill is not hard for fans to spot on the football 
field. And after putting logelher his finest season in 
four years on the gridiron for SIUC. it was not hard for 
the Gateway All-Conference voters to find Gill either. 
A product of Routt High School in Jacksonville. Gill 
was a unanimous choice to the 1994 Gateway All-
Conference first-team. 
"Jeff was a unanimous pick and there were only a 
handful of those." Saluki football head coach Shawn 
Watson said. ·Toe respec, that he received from the 
coaches and media is worthy of his dedication to the 
task. 1"11 take I IO Jeff Gill's every year because !hat 
attitude is what you need to win:· 
Gill wa.~ the only Saluki player 
to be named to the first-team, but 
SIUC tight end Damon Joues 
found his way onto the All-
Gateway second-team. 
Jones. a 6-6. 255-pound 
sophomore transfer from 
Michigan joined the Saluki squad 
just days before the opening game 
on Sept. 3 and ended up leading 
SIUC in rcceving with 31 catche.~ 
Gill for 509 yard~. -
Watson said Jones should have 
been a member of the first-team. but the voters rend 10 
lean towards players whose ,cam's have better record~. 
"There's a lot of political stuff in that (voting), but 
the kid that won it (Matt Harken from Nonhem Iowa) 
was a good tight end." he said. 'There·s not a player 
more dominating at a position from tackle to tight end 
than Damon Jones in our league. Now he has some 
fuel for next year:· -
Despite boasting the Gateway's second and third' 
leading tacklers in linehackers T any Seman and Brian 
Tranchitella. SIUC punter Mark Gagliano wa.~ the only 
player named the the leagues all-defensive second 
team: 
Gagliano. a sophomore from Collierville, Tenn. 
averaged just over 41 yards-per-punt attempt and wa.~ 
twice named the Gateway's special teams player of the 
week. 
"We knew he had the leg to be this good, but it \hlS 
Mark who went home and put in the strength work to 
improve:· Watson said. . 
Saluki freshman wide recei,·er Reggie Fowler and 
sophomore linebacker Tommy Anderson received 
see HONORS, page 19 
Staff Reporter Shotgun 
Season 
Opening 
Weekend 
Willic:imson · 
County 
* . 1,096 
harvested 
--46 from 1993 
